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PHASE I

AREA OF DISPLACEMENT 
SENSITIZATION KEY MESSAGES

GENERAL MESSAGES:

• Help Desk will be set up in the camp for XX days to provide 
more information to those with intentions to return and 
to register households with interest in returning

•  Registered households have the option to participate in 
visits to their areas of origin – if it is considered safe– they 
can sign up for visits during the registration process or 
assign someone else to attend on their behalf.

•  Households will also be asked general questions about 
their situation which may lead to referrals and assistance 
– depending on vulnerability, available resources and 
service providers  - to address obstacles to return. 

•  Registering interest in returning does not mean that 
households will be committed to departing, they 
can change their mind at any stage in the process. 
Humanitarian agencies and partners continue to advocate 
with relevant Iraqi authorities that all returns should be 
informed, and be carried out voluntarily, in safety and in 
dignity.

•  Any instance of forced movement should be 
communicated through existing feedback mechanisms.

IMPORTANT: Registering an interest in return does not 
guarantee that a departure will be facilitated for every 
household. After registration, organisaton X will conduct 
an assessment at the locations mentioned in registration 
forms to confirm whether it will be safe and feasible to 
facilitate departures to these areas, including whether it is 
feasible to support visits to areas of origin.  After an initial 
assessment, if it is decided that it is not feasible to facilitate 
returns to particular location, or support go and see visits, 
organisation X will contact these households to discuss their 
specific situation. 

HELP DESK REGISTRATION:

• At help desks households will be able to receive 
information and register their interest in departure 
interventions

•  During registration, households will be able to confirm 
whether they are interested in visiting their area of origin 
to assess local conditions first hand

•  For those who want to participate in go-and-see visits 
but are unable to participate, it is possible to nominate 
someone go instead of you – the person should be from 
the same family. Both documents for the actual head 
of household and the nominated candidates should be 
presented in order to authorize the visits. 

•  For those who want to participate in visits but may have 
specific needs that need to be accommodated, there will 
be an opportunity to mention this during registration. 

•  Individuals with vulnerabilities that do not allow them 
to come to the registration centre, can send their 
representative to the camp management staff, who will 
advise accordingly. 

•  During registration, individuals will be requested to sign 
a data consent form to share his/her information (Head 
of Household name and place of origin) with MODM for 
coordination with relevant authorities to ensure safe and 
secure passage to and from the areas of origin/MOMD 
will be present to register names for access permissions 
for visits [To be adjusted based on arrangement agreed 
with MOMD]

•  After initial registrations camp management will be able 
to register regularly anyone interested in participating in 
visits and also to support households with information 
related to departure

PROFILING:

• During registration, households will be asked questions 
about their general household situation. This information 
will assist with referrals, if required, to additional service 
providers to address specific household needs. 

•  All service provision is based on the vulnerability, needs, 
and the availability of resources in areas of destination.

• Households can expect follow up assessments upon 
arriving in their areas of destination to determine eligibility 
for further services based on resources available. 
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•  There is a minimum level of services which ALL households 
part of the facilitated return interventions will receive 
upon arrival in their areas of destination. Minimum 
services include one-time cash assistance grant of $320 
and referral to service providers that may be present in 
the area of destination for possible assistance.

•  For locations where there are partners present this may 
include community level support such as cash for work in 
the areas of destination and infrastructure rehabilitation 
to ensure access to services including water, electricity, 
education, and health. 

•  Information sessions will take place to inform beneficiaries 
of the various services and processes related to their 
departure. 

•  For locations where service providers are not present, 
organizations will do their best to identify potential 
support but cannot guarantee services beyond referrals 
and $320 one-time cash assistance. 

ENROLMENT LOCATION AND 
SCHEDULING:

•  The registration will start at xxx location on XX Date 

•  The detailed registration schedule for all sectors will be 
announced by community leaders.

WHAT SHOULD I BRING FOR 
REGISTRATION?

•  The head of household should visit the registration desk 
in-person or s/he can send his/her representative who 
must be a relative. Only one person from a household will 
be eligible for go and see viisit, unless they have specific 
circumstances for needing to be accompanied – this can 
be explained during registration. 

•  Households need to bring their camp ration card and tent 
card. If available, households should also bring original 
or copies of identity documents. For those who do not 
have documentation, referrals will be made to partners 
providing assistance with access to documentation in the 
camp.  

•  Households will be asked for their contact as well as a 
second contact number

• Households will be requested to share the name of their 
community leaders in the area of origin, if known. This is 
to support with coordination with areas of origin. 

WHAT HAPPENS DURING THE 
DISCUSSION WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES?

•  Local authority representatives and/or community 
leaders such as Muktars will visit the camp/be available 
during Go and See visits for an open question and answer 
session with you [To be adjusted depending on approach]

•  For female headed households that are not comfortable 
to participate in dialogue sessions, separate sessions 
may be arranged which are female only [To be adjusted 
depending on approach]

•  Discussion will include information sharing about 
conditions and services within the areas of origin

•  Any household which prefers to do so, can note their 
question in advance and share this with organisation focal 
points at help desks on the day so that these questions 
can be asked by service providers during the sessions. 

GO AND SEE VISITS:

•  Org X will provide transport and accompany households 
to their areas of origin in groups. 

•  All participants will undergo PSEA, mine risk education, 
and know before you go sessions prior to all visits. More 
information will be provided on where and when these 
sessions take place 

•  For those who want to participate in visits but may have 
specific needs that need to be accommodated, there will 
be an opportunity to mention this during registration. It is 
not guaranteed that these needs can be accommodated 
but staff will be available to discuss during further pre-visit 
know-before-you-go information sessions.   

•  Help desks will be set up at the area of origin and will be 
overseen by ORG X

•  At the help desks, upon arrival to the area of origin, 
organisation X will provide a focal point for small groups 
of household representatives to support with visits. 

•  Emergency help lines will be in place and on standby 
for any instance in which the participating individual 
feels they are at risks during the visits. This includes ID 
confiscation, detainment, and any form of harassment 
during visit. 

•  Household who have concerns regarding their freedom of 
movement should communicate this in advance to ORG 
X using existing feedback mechanisms

•  All participating households should have a valid national 
ID and/or PDS/ ration card- during registration you will 
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have the opportunity to state whether you have any 
missing documentation. 

•  Proof of residency in the camp. 

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE VISITS? 

•  Post-visit surveys with all participants will be administered. 
The survey will record whether households are still 
interested in returning and any issues they want to raise 
which may affect their return.

•  Organisations will be addressing needs of households 
departing but also needs in the area of origin. The 
assistance provided will depend on the locations, 
number of families returning to those locations and 
availability of funds. This could include projects aimed 
at supporting livelihoods, improving shelter conditions, 
fixing community services such as water, legal assistance 
and cash.

•  Assistance is not guaranteed, and will depend on clearly 
defined vulnerability and needs criteria as well as available 
resources.

WHAT IF I ’VE ALREADY REGISTERED TO 
DEPART AND HAVE BEEN ON A VISIT OR 
DO NOT WANT TO GO ON A VISIT?

•  Households should approach the help desk to confirm 
their intention to depart. Households who prefer to 
return to their areas of destination without going on a 
visit have the option to participate in information sessions 
related to mine risk education, PSEA, and be provided 
with messages before  departing the camp.

WHAT IF I ’VE ALREADY REGISTERED TO 
DEPART AND HAVE NOT BEEN ON A VISIT 
BUT WOULD LIKE TO GO?

•  Households can approach the help desk to confirm their 
intention to depart and state their intention to participate 
in go and see visits. Visits are not guaranteed and will 
depend on factors such as whether the area is accessible 
and safe, movement restrictions as well as how many 
households register for visits to specific locations. This 
information will be shared after registration, directly to 
households interested in visits. 

WHAT PROCESSES ARE RELATED TO THE 
DEPARTURE?  

• Coordination with local authorities and various actors 
and processes will be arranged to facilitate freedom of 
movement and access to locations of destinations.

• Households will be supported with transportation 
arrangements and removal of assets from the camp 

• Households will be expected to participate in a health (fit 
for travel) screening to determine whether they are fit for 
travel and if any follow up referrals are needed. 

• Emergency help lines will be in place during the movement 
to areas of destination for any instance in which the 
participating individual feels they are at risks during the 
visits. This includes ID confiscation, detainment, and any 
form of harassment during visit. Households can contact 
xxxxx .

• Camp management will be present to facilitate departure 
letters and administer camp exit surveys 

WHAT SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE ON THE 
DEPARTURE DATE? 

• Upon arrival household must register at the area of 
destination help desks for a one-time payment of $320 
cash assistance to support immediate needs upon arrival. 
Further cash assistance may be available based on follow 
up assessments. 

• Location information on area of destination help desks 
will be provided on the day of departure

• Help desks will run over a number of days and operating 
hours will be communicated on the day of departure.

• Registration for schools will be facilitated at the area of 
destination help desks with support from established 
community resource centers and education service 
providers. 

• Phone calls to household will be facilitated within one to 
two weeks upon arrival in the location of destination to 
assess household living standards and conditions faced 
upon departures

• Protection monitoring will take place to respond to 
household and community protection needs.

• Secondary assessments may be facilitated by service 
providers to assess your household eligibility for 
protection, livelihood, and cash assistance related 
services. 
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• A household survey may be conducted once households 
have spent more 4-6months in their destinations to assess 
their situation and any support that may be required.

• Where available, households can visit community centers 
and/or community resource centers for information and 
service referrals. Information on community resource 
centers will be available at help desks in the camp. 

HOW CAN YOU SHARE YOUR FEEDBACK, 
COMPLAINTS, OR CONCERNS WITH 
SERVICE PROVIDERS?

•  Please report all matters concerning you related to the 
facilitated voluntary departure interventions to 800-12525 
or 80069999 or through the UNICEF U-Report platform: 

•  In select locations community centers will be present 
where complaint boxes will be available to the community 
to communicate any concerns

CONFIDENTIALITY AND SHARING OF 
DATA GATHERED: 

Upon your consent, the basic bio data provided may be 
shared with IOM and partners data to inform referral for 
subsequent assistance. All other information provided 
will remain confidential except where informed consent is 
provided to share data with MOMD

COMPLAINT MECHANISM: 

•  If you face any problem or abuse or mistreatment at the 
registration centre, please note that there are complaint 
boxes across the camp and hotlines are also made 
available to all camp residents.

PREVENTION OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION 
AND ABUSE MESSAGE:

The humanitarian organizations including UN agencies have 
a zero-tolerance policy for sexual exploitation and abuse. 
If you or anyone you know has been asked by someone 
working in a humanitarian organization to do something 
inappropriate, demanded any kind of sexual favour or activity 
from you in return for their help, please report the incident 
to [PSEA reporting channel]

ANTI-FRAUD MESSAGE: 

All assistance is provided free of charge. Paying for assistance 
will not make you eligible for assistance. If asked to pay 
any fees for the assistance, please report the incident to 
800-12525 (korek and asia cell)
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HOST COMMUNITY SENSITIZATION KEY MESSAGES

WHAT IS THE FACILITATED RETURN INTERVENTION?:  

(This can be used for any initial meeting with government, local authorities, and community leaders)

“IOM together with partners is implementing operations to support IDPs households who are looking to 

voluntarily return to their locations but unable to do so. The operation includes activities to address conditions 

in the areas of origin related to different sectors. This is to ensure community level support to benefit both 

returnees and host communities. IOM’s interventions for the communities where IOM is present look at 

infrastructure related interventions, livelihood, shelter, and with partners social cohesion and protection. 

Where IO IOM recognizes the leadership of government, local authorities, and community leaders in facilitating 

solutions to displacement by working together with service providers to address needs. Activities will look at 

multiple sectors where intervention is based on resources, vulnerability, presence of service providers, and 

anticipated returns. Facilitated departures to a given location will prioritize the safety of households to ensure 

that households are informed of services and any risks. We ask that local authorities and community leaders to 

sensitize the community on the interventions and notify them of these messages..”

STAKEHOLDER MESSAGES: 

General

1.  “These activities will include assistance to both households 
from the camp, as well as vulnerable households in the 
area of origin.”

2.   “This intervention will consider any security risks and 
clearances are facilitated prior to intervention. 

3.  Government counterparts are coordinated with prior to 
any implementation of activities.”

4.  “We would like to understand any concerns, comments 
related to the returns of individuals back to this 
community.”

5.  “IOM may engage local authorities, service providers, and 
community leaders in dialogue with the population prior 
to departure for households who have never visited their 
location of origin to communicate the current conditions 
in the areas of origin related to services, and security, and 
to answer any questions they may have.”

6.  “Where IOM is present support is also at the community 
level to possibly assist in the restoration of basic services 
to address any service gaps”. 

7.  For locations where IOM is present household level 
services for returning households and host community 
may include shelter rehabilitation, livelihood, civil 

documentation support, protection, and selection is 
based on a vulnerability assessment.

8.  For locations where IOM is present cash for work activities 
may be facilitated and individuals selected to participate 
is based on their vulnerability and NOT based on whether 
or not they are host community, returnee, or IDPs

9.  There may be occasion where visits by households 
arranged by IOM to the area of origin take place before 
households depart to their areas of origin. Authorities will 
be notified before any visits take place. 

10. Visits to the camp by authorities  do not guarantee 
a return to the location but are to allow the families to 
make informed decisions and to allow service providers 
to understand risks that may be linked to any returns.

11. Before interventions IOM would have already 
conducted assessments to understand any sort of impact 
that the intervention may have and to understand the 
situation within the area of origin. 

Area of Origin Help Desks

1. Area of origin help desks will be set up and operating 
over a course of three days from 9am to 3pm during 
departures. 

2. Help desks will be overseen by IOM and The Ministry of 
Migration and Displacement (MOMD).
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3. MOMD will be stationed at the help desks to register the 
returns of households from the camp.

4. Help desks will be in public locations like schools and not 
in private properties.  

Host Community Service Assistance Package: 

Following the profiling of households targeted assistance will 
be facilitated to respond to the various needs of households. 
Assistance will include the following: 

• Cash for work activities will take place in the areas of 
origin. 

• Livelihood activities will be facilitated in areas of origin 
following a household assessment to determine eligibility. 

•  Needs assessments will take place for households with 
existing vulnerabilities and at the community level to 
assess conditions of basic services.

•  Legal assistance Protection assessments will take 
place to identify households with civil documentation 
replacement needs. 

•  Infrastructure interventions will take place in the areas 
of origin to ensure access to basic services such as water 
and electricity. 

•  Schools: Referrals and registration for schools will be 
administered through community centers.

•  Protection monitoring will take place in the areas of 
origin and follow up case management will be facilitated 
where needed. 

•  Monitoring in the areas of origin will take place to assist 
households in the case that any risks emerge as a result 
of returns. 

•  Housing/Land/Property: Information counselling and 
legal assistance related to housing/land/and property for 
property owners will be available as part of the shelter 
related interventions.

•  Compensation: Information related to compensation is 
governorate specific and referrals for further information 
can be made upon arrival in the areas of origin at 
designated help desks. 

•  Shelter: Property owners will be engaged in the rebuilding 
of their own homes through cash for work. More details 
are provided during information sessions in camps and 
areas of origin. 

•  Mines: Removal of unexploded ordinances from private 
property will be facilitated to ensure the safety of 
beneficiaries. 

•  Communications with Communities and Feedback: 
Help line numbers will be distributed to all families during 
exit from camps. 
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COME AND TELL VISIT AGENDA 
AND POST VISIT SURVEY

Instruction: This form should be filled after the visit. These 
forms should be filled individually with households who have 
visited, either through tent to tent follow up assessments or 
via the phone within 48hrs of the visit. 

Introduction: Following your visit, we would like to ask you 
some questions about your area of origin and your inten-
tions to return. This information will help us to guide next 
steps. This will take no longer than 5-10 minutes. The infor-
mation will be kept confidential unless consent has been 
provided to share with other service providers. 

Date of interview

Data collector name

Household Details

Full Name as on ID (should include 4 names) (Arabic):

Full Name (English):

Mother’s name (3 names)

RP code

Consent for data collection and sharing

Q1-Through this questionnaire, IOM is collecting information on 
you and your household. This information may include name, date 
of birth, address / area of origin. In this survey, IOM collects this 
information for the purposes of planning, monitoring and following 
up after your participation in specific programme activities and 
other purposes. IOM will store this information in encrypted servers 
for only so long as is necessary to achieve the purposes above. IOM 
has procedures in place to ensure that all data shared with IOM is 
kept confidential unless you specifically grant IOM authorization to 
share it with third parties. IOM does not disclose any information 
that may put individuals/households at risks. 
In case you decide that you do not want to share this information, 
this might impact your ability to continue participating in this 
programme. 
You have the right to ask IOM to delete your data at any time. 
Do you consent to being interviewed and to the collection 
and storage of your information?

1. Yes
2. No [skip logic: IF answer = ‘no’, THEN form end]

SURVEY

Experience During Visit

1. When did you participate in the facilitated Go and see visit?

2. Was the visit useful for you? 1. Yes, it was helpful 
2. Yes, it was helpful but I still have some doubts 
3. It was moderately useful/Not as useful as I thought
4. No, it wasn't useful at all

3. If yes, how so? If no, why not? 1. I was able to see my house and 
neighbourhood

2. It helped me understand what to expect 
3. I had questions answers that helped me in 

making a decision 
4. I received information that I did not know 

before 
5. I spoke it my local leaders 
6. The visit made me more worried 
7. Other
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4. What information about your location is MOST important to you? 1. Service conditions 
2. Presence of service providers 
3. Availability of services 
4. Safety actors 
5. Other

5. Was there anything that you observed or experienced during the 
visit that affected your decision?

<text>

6. Were there any services that are not available in the location? 1. Yes
2. No  [skip logic: IF answer = no, THEN go to Q. 6]

6.a   If yes, what services were not available? 
(select all that apply)

1. Water 
2. Shelter 
3. Electricity 
4. Livelihood 
5. Education/Schools 
6. Waste System 
7. Health 
8. Law enforcement 
9. NGOs/ service providers

7. Does the absence of any of these services make you concerned? Yes
No

7.a  If yes, which services concern you MOST? 1. Water

2. Shelter

3. Electricity

4. Livelihood

5. Education

6. Waste System

7. Health

8. Law enforcement

9. NGOs/ service providers

8. Were there issues related to presence of mines or other 
explosives in the location?

1. Yes
2. No

9. Did you interact with any people who are already living in the 
area during your visit?

1. Yes
2. No

8.a   If yes, how would you describe the interaction? Open Text

Expectations

10. Based off the information you received do you have concerns 
about your ability to generate income if you depart to the area? 

1. Yes
2. No <skip logic: IF answer = NO, THEN go to Q. 11>
3. Don’t know

10.a   If yes, what do you plan to do to generate an income or 
access some form of livelihoods?

<text>

11. Do you feel you would be able to secure an accommodation for 
you and your family if you were to return?

Yes, for me and my family
Yes, but only for me
Yes, but only for my family
No

11.a. If no, why not? 1. I was renting and there are no places to rent 
2. I am a property owner and my house is damaged 
3. I am a property owner and my house is occupied 
4. I was renting and cannot afford the cost of rent 
in the area anymore
5. I don’t have relatives of friends that can host me 
and my family 
6. Other
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12. Based on your visit, do you think you would feel safe if you were 
to return?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

13. If you were to return, do you feel you would be able and 
comfortable to engage with those who are now already living in 
your community? 

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

Intentions

14. Based off the information you received during the visit and as 
part of this process, what are your two main concerns related to 
your family’s ability to return and stay in that area?  
 
 
 

a. Tensions with other community members and 
between community members

b. Tribal/ ethnic concerns
c. Missing documentation
d. Access issues – e.g. area is blocked 
e. Access issues – concerned of individual family 

access even if area is not blocke
f. Security and safety concerns specific to my family
g. Security issues affecting all the residents in the 

area
h. Damaged/Destroyed/no shelter
i. Other, specify

15. Based off the information you received during the visit and as 
part of this process, what are the two most important needs you 
will be faced when returning and staying in that area?  
 
 

a. Lack of livelihoods in the area 
b. Lack of basic services more generally 
c. Lack of water
d. Lack of electricity
e. Lack of health services and health facilities
f. Lack of primary education services
g. Lack of secondary education services
h. Lack of services for households members with 

specific needs e.g. chronic illnesses or disabilities
i. Other, specify

16. Based off the visit, do you still have an intention to return? 1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know/unsure

17. If no, what options are you and your household considering? 1. Stay in location of displacement if possible 
2. Leave the location of displacement and go to 
another area if possible 
3. Do not know

18. If you are still unsure, what additional information would you 
need to be able to take a decision about whether to return or not?

<text>

If you have any comments, concerns, feedback following your participation in the go and see visit please contact 
communicate this to us at 800-12525
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RISK ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

FGD Question Guide
DATE 

GOVERNORATE:

DISTRICT

SUBDISTRICT

COMMUNITY/VILLAGE

Camp or Non-camp (If camp or 
settlement provide name)

FGD Facilitator

FGD Note taker

Question Guide for Returnees

1. Can you tell me briefly when people started coming back 
to this area in large groups and where they mostly came 
back to? 

2.In comparison to what you were expecting, what is the situ-
ation returnees have found in their areas of origin? 

Probe for: 

• Have households faced challenges since returning?

• What are the main challenges that have been faced?

• How have households been dealing with these challenges?

3. What made households decide to return?

Probe for: 

a. Specific reasons or events that influenced households 
decisions to return

b. Ability to visit the location before returning and description 
of the process for visit

4. Where are locations where no one has returned and why? 
Which groups/ population is in the area, if any?

5.What has been the situation of return until now?

Probing

a. What are the conditions of services in the area?

b. What is the interaction between the host community, 
returnees, and IDPs that may be secondarily displaced in 
the area? 

c. How do families meet their needs and sustain themselves 
once they have returned? Are they facing any challenges to 
do so and how are they addressing these challenges? Could 
they mention the cost of each category they had to incur 
upon arrival?

i. Financial coping mechanisms/ livelihood?

ii. shelter arrangements?

iii. basic needs (food, health, water etc.) and which are the 
hardest to meet?

6. What processes were taken for families to return? Could 
you please talk me through the main steps, of the process, 
your experience, and identify which steps of the process 
were easier and which ones were more difficult? 

Probe for: logistics, administrative, security, financial and 
others. 

a. Are these processes remaining the same over time? (if 
not), how have they changed?

b. How do you feel about the process?

c. What is the cost you incurred to finance your return?

7. How do households receive information about these 
processes?  

8. How do households normally find information about their 
areas of origin?

9. What type of material needs or arrangements did house-
holds need to handle on initial arrival to the location?

10. What needs or arrangements were more difficult for 
households to handle on their own to facilitate their return?

11. Have there been instances where households returned 
to their homes or to their village and left again? 

Probe for:

a. Information on how many have had this experience

b. What are the reasons that led them to leave?

12. What do you expect will happen with regard to returns 
in the community in the next 6 to 12 months and why do 
you think this? 
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Probing:

i. Will more people come back?

ii. Will people leave?

iii. Reasons for the above

Question Guide for displaced populations in 
areas of settlement

1. What is your situation in area of displacement? 

Probing:

a. Security

b. Services

c. Shelter – Occupancy status

d. Livelihoods

e. Interaction with host community   

2. Are there households considering leaving from here? 

a. What influences decision to depart or stay? 

Probe to understand what the reasons are leading people 
to prefer staying or prefer leaving. 

b. Are their families that would like to leave, but are not 
able to do it? And if so, what are the challenges they are 
experiencing?

3. The families that intend to leave this location, where do 
they intend to go?

a. What are the reasons that lead them to prefer one option 
or another? 

b. What are the challenges or objectives they face in the 
preparation of the movement?

4. What are your impressions and thoughts about the recent 
returns to Sinjar?

5. Do you know if there are individuals who tried to return to 
their home of origin but they had to leave again? 

Probe for:

When they left again, where did they go?

6. Do you know what are the main challenges that made it 
difficult or impossible for them to stay after returning?

7. What are the processes to depart the location? Could you 
please talk me through the main steps, of the process, your 
expectations, what you have experienced so far. 

Probe for:

i. Logistics and Travel,

ii. Administrative, 

iii. Security, 

iv. Financial, 

v. Others.

b. Which steps of the process were / seem easier and which 
ones were / seem more difficult? 

c. What are the processes to remain in the location, if any?

8. What information do households have about their area 
of origin? 

Probe for: 

a. How do they find this information and is it easy to access?

b. Who do they receive it from? Government authorities, 
Community Leaders, Word of Mouth, Media, NGOs, Detail 
each source 

c. Are there some sources that are more preferred than 
others? If so, which ones?

9. What arrangements do families plan to make to support 
themselves once they have settled somewhere? If not return, 
what is the plan for your family on the long term?

Probe for: 

a. Financial coping mechanisms/ livelihood?

b. shelter arrangements?

c. basic needs (food, health, water etc.)

d. Others

a. What do you think you would do if they cannot meet these 
needs?

b. Which needs do you think will be the hardest to meet?

Key Informant Interview questions

DISCLAIMER: (SECURE CONSENT) Do you agree to be inter-
viewed? We are working for (XXX) and we would like to ask you 
some questions about your community in order to have a 
better understanding of the conditions and dynamics in this 
area. Our organisation will review the information provided to 
plan potential interventions related to supporting potential 
interventions. The ability to move forward with interventions 
depends on a number of factors, at this stage we are trying 
to understand the situation better but cannot guarantee 
interventions – however, the information you provide will 
be very useful with our planning and considerations. If you 
agree, we will share the information you provide with other 
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organisations. All information gathered is seen as sampled 
data and the identity of all respondents remains confidential.  
This is voluntary, and you can end the consultation at any 

time. Your information will remain completely confidential 
and will not be shared with others without your consent. Do 
you have any questions?

DATE 

GOVERNORATE:

DISTRICT

SUBDISTRICT

COMMUNITY/VILLAGE

Name of Respondent

Affiliation to Community

Sex of respondent

Facilitator / Note taker 

Key informant interview on returns

Can you tell us briefly when people started leaving from here and when they started coming back?

Has this community witnessed any returns in the last year?

• Yes
• No
• Don’t know 

If yes, how many families would you say returned what was the scale?  

What would you say motivated the returns?

If yes, did the returning households face any of the following issues or challenges since returning? 

If yes, what were the most common issues? 
• Tensions with community members/lack of acceptance
• Issues with security actors
• Difficulty finding accommodation 
• Difficulty finding a job
• Difficulty enrolling children in schools
• Difficulty in accessing services e.g. 
• Other, specify 

How would you describe the current living conditions of the people in the area with regards to access to basic services and 
standards of living? 
• What neighborhood in the community are most affected ?
• What service(s) is the MOST difficult to access?

Are there communities where households face more difficulty returning to?
If yes, which ones?
Why?   

Of populations who have attempted to return, how many households have been displaced again to another location? 

• Most of them 
• Some of them 
• A few households 
• None at all 
• Don’t know 
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 -What do you consider to be the role of local authorities or community leaders when people are returning or deciding to 
settle in the area under your responsibility?
- What do you consider to be the role of community leaders when people are returning or deciding to settle in the area 
under your responsibility?

If there were returns soon, do you think households would face any tribal, security or community issues? 

If yes, what would be the issues?
• Are there locations that you would say would face more issues (which ones? Why?
• Are there groups/population face more issues? 

If yes, please explain

Do you know if  the displaced families from this community have information about the conditions when it comes to (ser-
vices? Security? Living conditions? in the area? 

Is anyone communicating this with them? If yes, who and how?

Are there groups prevented from returning? 
o if yes, which groups and why?
o Who is preventing them from returning?
o Where are they displaced now?

o Are there locations that several households have resettled to other than their area of origin? If yes, where are these 
locations? And why

 

In the past 3-6 months has there been an increase in security incidents in the community ?

• If yes, what do you think caused the increase?
• What are the incidents usually related to?

1.	 What effect have the recent returns had in the area?
Probing:
i. Security
ii. Services
iii. Interaction with host community and / or other communities

Access

Are there any formal and informal procedures related to accessing this community? 

• Yes
• No
• Don’t know

If yes, how long do those processes usually take? 
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• 1 day 
• 2-3 days 
• Approximately a week
• 2-3 weeks
• 1 month
• More than 1 month 
• There is no usual time frame, completely unpredictable
• Don’t know

If yes, who are the formal and informal actors who can support in facilitating access/ arrival to the location? What do they 
do/ what is their role in facilitating access? 

Consider all that apply
• Muktar 
• Tribal leaders
• Local level authorities
• Security actors
• Government level authorities 
• Others, specify

Do you have any question for us? Would you like to add any comments?
Key informant interview in areas of displacement

When did displaced people started arriving in this community? For how long have you been receiving IDPs to be hosted in 
the area?

In the last year, have you observed IDPs leaving this area? 

• Yes
• No
• Don’t know 

Do you know if they were returning or moving somewhere else?

If returning, how many families would you say returned? what was the scale?  

What would you say motivated the returns?

If they were moving somewhere else, what proportion of the families that left opted for moving somewhere else?

Of the families that departed, has any family come back here? 

• Most of them 
• Some of them 
• A few households 
• None at all 
• Don’t know

Of the families that left from here and returned, do you have any information about them? Do you know if they faced any of 
the following issues or challenges since returning?
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If yes, what were the most common issues? 
• Tensions with community members/lack of acceptance
• Issues with security actors
• Difficulty finding accommodation 
• Difficulty finding a job
• Difficulty enrolling children in schools
• Difficulty in accessing services e.g. 
• Other, specify

Are there communities where households face more difficulty returning to? If yes, which ones? Why?   
Are there groups/population face more issues?

Of the families that left from here and moved somewhere else, do you have any information about them? Do you know if 
they faced any of the following issues or challenges since relocating?

• Tensions with community members/lack of acceptance
• Issues with security actors
• Difficulty finding accommodation 
• Difficulty finding a job
• Difficulty enrolling children in schools
• Difficulty in accessing services e.g. 
Other, specify

How would you describe the current living conditions of the people in the area with regards to access to basic services and 
standards of living? 
• What neighborhood in the community are most affected ?
• What service(s) is the MOST difficult to access?

Of populations who have attempted to return, how many households have been displaced again to another location? 

• Most of them 
• Some of them 
• A few households 
• None at all 
• Don’t know 

What do you consider to be the role of community leaders when people come to this area during displacement or when 
they intend to settle in the area under your responsibility?

And what do you consider to be the role of local authorities or community leaders when people are returning or deciding to 
settle in the area under your responsibility?

Do you know if the displaced families that currently live in this are have information about the conditions in their areas of 
origin? Do you think they know about services? Security? Living conditions?

Do you know if anyone is communicating this with them? If yes, who and how?
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PHASE II

COMMUNITY CONSULTATIONS 
QUESTIONNAIRES: KII & FGDS

FGD GUIDELINES

Introduction:

Before beginning the FGD, the facilitators should introduce 
themselves. The introduction should include the following:

1) establish the purpose for the FGD;

2) explain who is involved in the process; (explain that we 
are going to conduct various FGDs in small numbers and 
that the participants are of a different age, gender, educa-
tion, profession, ethnic background, displacement status etc)

3) explain why their cooperation is important in collecting the 
information needed; (explain that with their assistance we 
will obtain a better understanding of the community, identify 
needs and prioritised sectors for interventions);

4) explain what will happen with the collected information 
and how the community will benefit (explain that we will talk 
to community representatives, as well as the local author-
ities to better understand the needs of the community for 
better planning of IOM interventions! But be careful about 
raising expectations!)

5) it should be explained to participants that data is collected 
anonymously. We are interested in responses only. Not who 
exactly said what.

Information collection: 

• Make sure to get permission from the group to take notes

• Questions do not need to be asked word for word but 
instead should help facilitate a discussion. 

• Questions can be phrased differently if the facilitators 
notice that the participants do not understand the 
question properly. 

• If facilitator notices that only one or two participants are 
talking, make sure to encourage others to speak up. 

• Ensure that everyone has a chance to speak on the 
theme, encourage everyone to expand on certain points 
and avoid moving quickly through a list of questions. 
It is important to be sensitive to cultural norms when 
conducting the sessions to ensure that no one feels 
rushed or excluded.

• Avoid leading statements and questions; questions 
should guide the discussion rather than solicit direct 
answers from each of the participants

• Steer the group towards analysing of the identified needs, 
the skills they have at their disposal to help them, and the 
role of the community in developing solutions;

• At the end of the session, the facilitator should give a 
brief summary of what was said and ask if someone has 
something to add

Structure: 

DAY 1 - FGD 1 (morning):

Workshop with 5 to 6 individuals and 4 IOM staff

Duration: No longer than 3 hours including short breaks

 DAY 1 - FGD 2 (afternoon):

Workshop with 5 to 6 individuals and 4 IOM staff

Duration: No longer than 3 hours including short breaks

 DAY 2 - FGD 3 (morning):

Workshop with 5 to 6 individuals and 4 IOM staff

Duration: No longer than 3 hours including short breaks

DAY 2 - FGD 4 (afternoon):

Workshop with 5 to 6 individuals and 4 IOM staff

Duration: No longer than 3 hours including short breaks

KII GUIDELINES

Introduction:

"Before starting the interview, the interviewer should intro-
duce themselves. The introduction provided should do the 
following:"

1) establish the purpose for the interview;

2) explain who is involved in the process (explain that we 
invited subdistrict local officials /community leaders to partic-
ipate in KIIs)
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3) explain why their cooperation is important in collecting 
the information needed (explain that with their assistance we 
will obtain a better understanding of the community, identify 
needs and prioritised sectors for interventions);

4) explain what will happen with the collected information 
and how the community will benefit (explain that we will talk 
to community representatives, as well as the local author-
ities to better understand the needs of the community for 
better planning of IOM interventions! But be careful about 
raising expectations!)

Information collection: 

• Interviewers should plan to take notes during the 
interview as well as directly after. 

• Filling the form while interviewing someone could be 
quite a balancing act. 

• Interviewers may find themselves engaged in the conver-
sation and not taking notes. 

• The best advice is to plan to fill the form during the 
interview but not allow notetaking to disrupt the flow of 

the conversation. 

• Immediately after each interview the interviewer should 
take some time to review their forms and fill in any details, 
expand on their note-taking short-hand, or add important 
comments or points made. 

• It is a good idea to do this immediately after the interview 
when things are still fresh in their mind. 

• Waiting several hours or a day may mean losing a lot of 
valuable interview information.

 Summary:

• If time permits, at the end of the interview the inter-
viewer should quickly summarize the main points heard 
throughout the interview and

• ask the interviewee if all the major points have been 
covered.

• Ask them if there is anything else they would like to tell 
that they have not been asked.

• Finally, thank them for their time.

INTERVENTIONS IN AREAS OF DIS

KII Questionnaire

Location Sub question group Questionnaire 

All Respondent details Location-Subdistrict

Location- Community

KII name

Affiliation to the community 

All General Observations Can you tell us briefly how is the situation in your area regarding...?  
Probing: 
a. Security 
b. Services 
c. Shelter – Occupancy status 
d. Livelihoods 
e. Interactions between host community, IDPs, (refugees),...
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Location of displacement Access Are there any specific formal and informal procedures related to 
accessing the communities in place in the communities where households 
have resettled in? 
(Did the families have to get security clearences, did they have to get a 
permission from mukhtars in the area of displacement, etc)

Location of displacement If yes, who are the formal and informal actors who can support in 
facilitating access/ arrival to the location? What do they do/ what is their 
role in facilitating access? 

Location of displacement Are there communities where households face more difficulty resettling 
to? If yes, which ones? Why?   

Location of displacement Are there groups/population face more issues resettling?

Location of displacement Displacement profile 
(IDPs)

What is the percetange of displaced HHs in this subdistrict (community if 
the KII is a community leader)?

Location of displacement If > 0: Where did most arrive from?

Location of displacement If > 0:  Which communty/ neighborhood are most residing in?

Location of displacement Displacement profile 
(refugees)

What is the percetange of refugees in this subdistrict (community if the KII 
is a community leader)?

Location of displacement If > 0: Where did most arrive from?

Location of displacement If > 0:  Which communty/ neighborhood are most residing in?

Location of displacement Impact of arrival For location where household resettled when they could not return what 
effect have the arrivals had in the area? 
Probing: Security? Services? Interaction with host? Arrival of new 
population to community? 

Location of displacement Which locations (communities) have been most affected? 

Location of displacement Has the composition of your community changed since the arrival of new 
refugees and IDPs? 

Location of displacement Have changes in the composition of your community affected relations 
between members?

Location of displacement If yes: How?

All Informal Sites Are any locations (communities/neighborhoods) with households living in 
informal sites (e.g. tents, schools, mosques, other public buildings)?

If yes: How many and which locations (communities/neighborhoods)

If yes: What is the profile of these households (e.g. IDP, returnee, 
remainee)? 

    If yes: Are there any new informal sites since the past 6 months?
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ALL Livelihoods/Economic 
Activities

What type of economic facilities are available in the community? (factories, 
businesses, markets, any economic related public or community owned 
facilities)

What is the current status of these facilities?

Was it operated before conflict?

Are these facilities important for community livelihood/job creation? If yes, 
how?

Which facility (infrastructure) needs rehabilitation in your community/
district that has economic impact and value to the community, for 
example that can create jobs post rehabilitation?

What is the scale/size of the facility (small/medium/large)*? 
*small scale = small rehabilitation needed – electrical wiring needs fixing, 
latrines are not functioning, painting, furniture – up to 30 000 USD;  
medium scale = partially destroyed facilities or an extension needed – up 
to 200 000 USD; 
large scale = facility is completely destroyed and large investment is 
needed to rehabilitate it;

Which groups of the community have less access to livelihood activities? 
(persons with disabilities, women,...etc) and why?

Employment/skills What proportion (i.e. one quarter, one third) of families in the community 
do you think are very vulnerable and could be described as poor (live 
below the poverty line)? 

What proportion (i.e. one quarter, one third) of youth in the community do 
you think are unemployed or underemployed? Is this different for female 
and male youth?

What proportion (i.e. one quarter, one third) of persons with disabilities 
in your neighborhood do you think are unemployed or underemployed? 
Is this different for female with disabilities compared to males with 
disabilities?

What skills are in demand?

What kinds of jobs would you consider desirable for men? 

What kinds of jobs would you consider desirable for women?

Which kind of businesses, organizations or institutions employ many 
young people in this community?

What kind of jobs do young men do to earn money in your community?

What kind of jobs do young women do to earn money in your community?

What are the main challenges to employment in your community that can 
be addressed through the rehabilitation of certain infrastructures?

How do (young) people get money for starting a business or running a 
business? 

Community 
participation

Do members of the communtiy actively participate in community events? 

[If yes,] What type of community events? 
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Community Discussions Questionnaire (FGDs)

Situation 
in areas of 

displacement

FGD IDPs  How is the situation of IDPs in this area? 
Probing: 
a. Security 
b. Services 
c. Shelter – Occupancy status 
d. Livelihoods 
e. Interaction with host community   

Intentions FGD IDPs Are there households considering leaving from here?  
a. What influences decision to depart or stay?  
Probe to understand what the reasons are leading people to prefer 
staying or prefer leaving. 

Are their families that would like to leave, but are not able to do it? And if 
so, what are the challenges they are experiencing?

What arrangements are you planning to make if you settle here and 
what are the obstacles you expect... (*if IDPs decide to settle here) 
Probe for:  
a. Financial coping mechanisms/ livelihood? 
b. shelter arrangements? 
c. basic needs (food, health, water etc.) 
d.others 
a. What do you think you would do if they cannot meet these needs? 
b. Which needs do you think will be the hardest to meet?

Situation 
in areas of 

displacement

FGD Refugees  How is the situation of refugees in this area? 
Probing: 
a. Security 
b. Services 
c. Shelter – Occupancy status 
d. Livelihoods 
e. Interaction with the host community   

Intentions FGD Refugees Are there households considering leaving from here?  
a. What influences decision to depart or stay?  
Probe to understand what the reasons are leading people to prefer 
staying or prefer leaving. 

What arrangements are you planning to make if you settle here and 
what are the obstacles you expect... (*if refugees decide to settle here) 
Probe for:  
a. Financial coping mechanisms/ livelihood? 
b. shelter arrangements? 
c. basic needs (food, health, water etc.) 
d.others 
a. What do you think you would do if they cannot meet these needs? 
b. Which needs do you think will be the hardest to meet?
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Basic Services FGD ALL What is the condition of the following basic service/infrastructures in the 
area?

a.Water supply/ Water treatment plant/ Distribution network/ Wells

b.Electricity network/ transformer / any other

c.School buildings or facilities

d.Health related structures

e.Irrigation/ agricultural structures

f.Solid waste management 

Access to 
Basic Services

FGD ALL Do all residents of your community have equal access to these public 
services? What about humanitarian services?

  Which residents are excluded or have unequal access from these 
services? Which services, in particular?

Community 
Assets

FGD ALL What (which public facility are you proposing to rehabilitate or rebuild?

     Considering that not everything can be rehabilitated immediately, what 
would be the top 3 prioritised rehabilitation projects for this community?

    Are there any businesses functioning in the community that help the 
community or provide funds to the community? 
If yes, which ones?

    What entities contribute to the community’s development? (private 
companies, religious centers etc….) 
If yes, which entities and how do they contribute?

    Are there any volunteer groups or recognised committees that solve the 
problems in the community?

     Are there any councils or associations for specific groups like youth, 
women, persons with disabilities?

     Are there any local organizations working in the community and what 
services do they provide?

Information 
Sharing

FGD ALL How is information usually disseminated within the community? 

    Are there places in the community designated for information sharing 
(info boards, community centres,…)?

    Where can men meet and socialize in this community (are there 
community centres)?

    Where can women meet and socialize in this community (are there 
women friendly spaces)? 

Covid Impact FGD ALL How has COVID-19 affected this community? 
Probe for: 
a. Financial coping mechanisms/ livelihood? 
b. basic needs (food, health, water etc.) 
c. health care services 
d. interactions between host community, IDPs, refugee 
e. other

Are there any groups of people who have been particularly affected?
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COMMUNITY PRIORITIZATION TOOL

Prioritization Survey conducted over the phone

Caller (IOM staff): Good morning/good afternoon, my name 
is ____ and I am calling on behalf of IOM. Your contact was 
given to us by ______ because we are conducting a telephone 
survey about basic needs in your community. May I have 5 
minutes of your time, to ask you brief questions about you 
and your community?

Continue if they agree. If not, thank them for their time. 

IOM has selected your community as an area of intervention 
in 2021 and in order to plan activities in your community, we 
have already consulted local authorities, as well as commu-
nity leaders. We also conducted FGDs with a small group of 
community members. As we want to include more opinions 
about the needs in your community, we are conducting tele-
phone surveys as well. 

Your answers will be registered anonymously. Meaning that 
whatever you say, won't be linked to your name, but just to 
a resident of your community. 

The first questions are very simple. We need to register your 
location and some basic demographic data. 

Where do you live?

• Q1: In which governorate?

• Q2: In which district?

• Q3: In which subdistrict?

• Q4: In which community?

• Q5: In which neighbourhood?

Answer options are 1. Type in the name of the community 
and 2. Not Applicable

1. Type in the name of the community

*It can happen that the exact community is not listed in the 
"community" answer options and for that reason we added 
a question of the neighhoord, so that a facilitator can type in 
the name of the exact community/neighbourhood. In some 
cases, a selected community (particularly in urban settings) 
is so large that it consists of various neighbourhoods, so 
the facilitator can specify that by typing in the name of the 
neighbourhood

1. Not Applicable

"Not applicable" should be selected when the community 
selection (Q4) is already specific enough (mostly in rural 
communities)

and there is no need to specify the name of the 
neighbourhood

Q6: What is your gender? Female or male?

The option "don't wish to answer the question" should be 
presented only the interviewee hesitates to answer

Q7: How old are you? 

The option "don't wish to answer the question" should be 
presented only the interviewee hesitates to answer

Q8: What is your current occupation? 

We are interested in the main source of income. 

The option "don't wish to answer the question" should be 
presented only the interviewee hesitates to answer

Q9: The following questions relate to vulnerabilities. Should 
you wish not to answer them, it is also fine and we can skip 
to the next question. 

• Are you a female who is a primary caretaker of your family 
(female headed household)?

• Are you a young person who is a primary caretaker of 
your family (youth headed household)?

• Are you a person with disabilities? 

Q10: What is your displacement status?

• Are you a part of the host community?

• Are you a stayee (a person who lives in a community 
where some people left during the conflict, but he/she 
stayed. There are no IDPs in the community)

• Are you a returnee?

• Are you an IDP?

• Are you a refugee?

Q11: What are in your opinion 3 sectors that are of greatest 
service need to your community?  

I will list the possible sectors and you tell me which 3 
sectors are in your opinion of greatest service need to your 
communuty. 

• Water

• Education

• Health

• Employment
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• Sanitation

• Recreation/Parks/ Social- Cultural-Community Center

• Agriculture

• Electricity

• Roads

• Transportation

Thank you so much for participating in the survey. Your 
answers will help us in planning IOM interventions in your 
community. 

Question Selection Possible answers

Q1: Governorate (choose from the selection)

Q2: District (choose from the selection)

Q3: Subdistrict (choose from the selection)

Q4: Community (choose from the selection)

Q5: Neighbourhood (choose from the selection) (type in the name of the neighbourhood)

Not Applicable

Gender (choose from the selection) female

Q6: What is your gender? male

Don't wish to answer the question

Age (choose from the selection) 18-21

Q7: How old are you? 22-30

30-45

45-65

65+

Don't wish to answer the question

Occupation (choose from the selection) Student

Q8: What is your current occupation? Homemaker

Teacher

Farmer

Health care worker (nurse, doctor)

Unskilled worker (daily worker, cleaner)

Semi-skilled worker (taxi driver, shop assistant, 
security guard, waiter, etc)

Skilled worker (carpenter, welder, blacksmith, 
cook etc)

Professional (engineer, vet, business owners, 
gov. employees, etc)

Retiree

Unemployed

Don't wish to answer the question

Other (free text)

Vulnerability (choose from the selection)
multiple answers possible

Female Headed Household

Q9: Are you... Youth Headed Household

Person with disabilities

Other (free text)

Not Applicable (If a person is neither of the 
above)

Don't wish to answer the question
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Beneficiary Type (choose from the selection)
Stayee 

Host Community (HC)

Q10: What is your current displacement 
status? 
Are you a...?

Host Community (HC)

Returnee (RET)

Internally Displaced Person (IDP)

Refugee (REF)

Sectors (Select 3 sectors) Water

Q11: What are in your opinion 3 sectors 
that are of greatest service need to your 
community?  

select only 3 Education

Health

Employment

Sanitation

Recreation/Parks/ Social- Cultural-Community 
Center

Agriculture

Electricity

Roads

Transportation

Transportation

Transportation
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PHASE III

FACILITATED VOLUNTARY RETURNS: AREA OF 
DISPLACEMENT DEPARTURE CHECK LIST

DEPARTURES CHECKLIST

COORDINATION

• Organisations coordinate with camp management on the logistics and details of the specific 
departure. 

• Organisation also coordinate with local authorities and community leaders in areas of desti-
nation to coordinate the details of the departure and ensure support with host community 
sensitization. 

SENSITIZATION HOST 
COMMUNITY

• Host community sensitization takes place through initial coordination meeting with mayors 
and subdistrict officials who then act as interlocutors to communicate to community repre-
sentatives about the anticipated arrivals and to  inform communities of feedback mechanisms.

REFERRALS
• Referrals are facilitated for households with missing documentation needs and to confirm 

ongoing child protection or SGBV related case management.

PRE-DEPARTURE 
INFORMATION 

SESSIONS

•  Pre-departure information sessions take place to inform households of departure logistics 
and to gather information on specific departure assistance required. 

•  Pre-departure information sessions include risk education sessions facilitated by the mine 
action actor

DESKS
Static help desks are present in the camp to support in regular information counseling, depar-
ture tracking, and to facilitate departure letters.

DAY OF DEPARTURE 
SUPPORT SERVICES

• For camp-based departures exit surveys are administered. 

• Health screenings and consultations are carried out to ensure households are fit to travel. 

• For accompanied departures buses and trucks are arranged and asset removal is facilitated.

• For self-facilitated departures transportation cash grants are arranged with the amount 
depending on the furthest distance of travel for households. 

• Households check out at the camp help desk and proceed with their movements. 

SECURITY CLEARANCES

• Multi-level formal and informal security clearances are facilitated to ensure access to locations 
of destination. 

• Security clearances should consider governorate specific clearance procedures engaging 
all actors relevant for granting access. This may include civil military, intelligence, security 
forces, governorate and national operation commands, and also local level actors such as 
tribal leaders, mukhtars, and mayors. Individuals are responsible for facilitating official and 
customary checks to ensure the household can be granted access to the location of settlement. 
Security clearances processes should be led by the main government counterpart tasked with 
handling displacement related issues. 
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DUTY LINES AND HELP 
DESK AOO

• Duty lines are activated and protection actors are notified of the anticipated movement. 

• Help desks are established in areas of origin to register arrivals and support referrals. 

• Households are provided with departure cash grants at the area of settlement help desk which 
they can use to support them in meeting their immediate needs. 

• Households are also provided with further information such as the availability of community 
centers and service providers in the areas as well as feedback hotline numbers. 

SECTORAL 
CONSIDERATIONS

• Shelter: Transitional shelter arrangements should be confirmed prior to departures. 
Organizations can support households with this including through cash for rental subsidies 
support, refugee housing units (RHUs), or by allowing households to take their tents. 

• Protection:  Protection partner should be secured and on standby during the departure in 
case households are exposed to any risks during their movement. Protection partner should 
also support household with documentation and legal needs prior to departure, and initial 
protection monitoring on arrival. 

• Education:  Households with school aged children should be cross checked so that referrals 
are facilitated for school enrollment immediately upon arrival to an education partner and DoE

• Health: Partner should be secured so that health screenings are facilitated prior to departure

• Specific Needs: Lactating or pregnant females and persons with disabilities should be 
identified so that any specific needs are considered during the departure. 

FEEDBACK 
MECHANISMS

•  Feedback and referral mechanisms have been arranged including key messages for help lines. 
Helpline partners should be aware of what cases can and cannot be referred.
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DEPARTURE INFORMATION SESSION AGENDA

Subject
When there are service providers in the 

community of origin that have confirmed 
commitments 

When limited service providers/support at 
destination

DEPARTURE 
SERVICE PACK

• Provide an overview of the departure services 
in great detail covering ALL services part of the 
package and be sure mention that services are 
based on vulnerability assessments. 

• Mention that there will be a minimum of $320 
and referral to service providers in destination 
locations based on profiling findings

SHELTER (IN THE 
EVENT THAT 

SHELTER SUPPORT 
IS PROVIDED)

For property owners, 

• Team engineers should facilitate this section:

• Go over the cash for shelter program using 
messages and display various models

• Hold question and answer session

Renters

• Staff should mention that renters will be 
provided with the initial $320 that they can 
use towards rent. Following this further 
assessments will take place where findings can 
lead to two more installments of follow up cash 
assistance based on need. 

• Renters should know that they need to 
secure accommodation before departing 
the camp and will have a number of days to 
do so and are encouraged to contact their 
mukhtars or relatives/friends to help them find 
accommodation.

• Households should know that they are able to 
also take their tents while they continue looking 
for accommodation. 

• Referral 

• HH should be informed that they can take their 
tents and will be provided with information 
on community centers that may be available 
in their locations which can support with 
referrals as well and in some cases protection 
and HLP services.

EDUCATION 
SERVICES 

• Households will be aware of education related 
services in area of origin 

• Households will be made aware of education 
related services in their areas of origin 

CAMP HELP DESKS

• Households should be informed of the locations 
for the camp help desks and its function

• Households should be informed of the 
locations for the camp help desks and its 
function
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Subject
When there are service providers in the 

community of origin that have confirmed 
commitments 

When limited service providers/support at 
destination

SECURITY 
CLEARANCE

• This section should be facilitated by MOMD.

• Households should be informed that the 
clearance is to support their freedom of 
movement and access to their location of 
origin. 

• Households should know that without the 
clearance we are unable to move forward with 
assisting them with their voluntary departure.

• Households should be informed that the 
clearances will include coordination with 
different actors.

• Households should be informed that any 
concerns related to the clearance they should 
approach the help desks and coordinate with 
MOMD or call the help line numbers to be 
directed to an IOM staff. 

• This section should be facilitated by MOMD.

• Households should be informed that the 
clearance is to support their freedom of 
movement and access to their location of 
origin. 

• Households should know that without the 
clearance we are unable to move forward with 
assisting them with their voluntary departure.

• Households should be informed that the 
clearances will include coordination with 
different actors.

• Households should be informed that any 
concerns related to the clearance they should 
approach the help desks and coordinate with 
MOMD or call the help line numbers to be 
directed to an IOM staff.

DEPARTURE 
SUPPORT SERVICES:  
TRANSPORTATION/ 

ASSET REMOVAL

• Camp management should communicate the 
processes of asset removal and transportation 

• Camp management can be present to mention 
the other departure processes including exit 
surveys and departure letters where relevant. 

• Camp management should communicate the 
processes of asset removal and transportation 

• Camp management can be present to mention 
the other departure processes including exit 
surveys and departure letters where relevant.

DAY OF 
DEPARTURE/ AOO 

HELP DESKS

• Households should be informed of the day of 
departure help desks, and mentioned should 
be made that transportation and asset removal 
will be supported. 

• Households should be informed of the area of 
origin help desks where they will register their 
return, and then come back to the desk for 
cash distribution and where relevant NFI and 
food package distributions. 

• Households to be notified of community 
centers that may be present in their location 
in case they are in need of further information 
and engagement with service providers. 

• Households should be informed of the day 
of departure help desks, and mentioned 
should be made that transportation and asset 
removal will be supported. 

• Households should be informed of the area 
of origin help desks where they will register 
their return, and then come back to the desk 
for cash distribution and where relevant NFI 
and food package distributions. 

• Households to be notified of community 
centers that may be present in their location 
in case they are in need of further information 
and engagement with service providers. 

MINE RISK 
EDUCATION

• Mine action actors conduct risk education prior 
to departure. 
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Information Counselling Sessions - Attendance and survey

Head of Household Name 

HoH Sex

If not HoH, representative and relation to HoH

No.of persons in HH

Tent no.

Phone Number

ID number

Area departing to

Has household arranged accommodation? 

Does HH want to take tent?

Will any members of household need assistance with mobility?

Does household need transport support 
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PHASE IV

POST RETURN REINTEGRATION AND
TENSION MONITORING - HOUSEHOLD 
LEVEL (FACILITATED RETURNEES)

Section Indicator name Question Answering options

B
IO

-D
A

TA
/L

O
C

A
T

IO
N

Location D1. Location [ Collect GPS & Governorate/District/
Sub-district/Community-Village]

Contact of 
respondent

D2. Contact number PHONE: CONTANCT 1, CONTACT 2

HoH D3. Is this respondent the head of the 
household

Yes/No

Sex of respondent D4. Gender 1. Male 2 Female

Age of respondent D5. Age Integer

D6. Do you consider yourself… 1. an IDP 2. a returnee 3. a resident 4. a 
refugee (PROCEED IF RETURNEE IS SELECTED)

D7. Which location were you last in 
before coming here?

[ Collect GPS & Governorate/District/
Sub-district/Community-Village]

D
IS

PL
A

C
EM

EN
T

 H
IS

T
O

R
Y

Q1. How long have you lived in this 
community (IF THE FAMILY IS RETURNEE: 
since it returned, not overall in life)?

number of months

Q2. Is this the neighborhood where you 
were living in before January 2014?

1. Yes 2 No 3. Don't know 4. refuse to answer

Q3. Is this where you intended to come 
when you left the camp/place where you 
were staying in?

1. yes 2. No 3. Don't know 4. Refuse to answer

Q4 [If no IN Q2 above] Why havent you 
returned to the place you were living in 
before 1st January 2014 or when you 
were first forced to flee.

1. Insecurity in the area 2. Lack of sufficient 
food 3. Lack of employemnt opportunities 4. 
Lack of services and access to amenities like 
water, electricity, housing and education etc 5. 
Other specify

Q5. Did all your family members return ? 1. Yes     2.No.

Q5a. If yes, did you all return together? 1. Yes. Our whole family returned together 
2. Yes. Part of the family 
returned first - the men                                                                                                                                              
                                         
3. Yes. Part of the family returned first - the 
women     
4. Yes. Part of the family returned first - the 
adult

Q6. Are there any members of your 
family that are missing or you don't know 
where they are at present?

1. None 2.1 person 3. 2 people 4. 3 people 5. 4 
people 6. 5 or more
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Q7. What was the reason for your 
household’s return to the place of origin? 
Instruction to enumerators not to read 
options but rather to select all that apply 
based on open quesiton

1. I was forced to leave the place where I was 
staying as an IDP   
2. Better/more security                                                           
3. Better/ more jobs 
4. Better/ cheaper houses 
5. Joining family or relatives 
6. Place with similar people/values/beliefs  
7. Other specify                                                                                                                                          
8. Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

A
C

C
ES

S 
T

O
 S

ER
V

IC
ES

Actual conditions Q8. Are the living conditions here as you 
expected them?

1. Yes, they are as I expected them                                                                                                                                           
2. No, they are different, they are better                                                                                                             
3. No, they are different, they are worse                                                                                                            
4. Don't know/refuse to answer

Availability of 
services and 
assistance

Q9. What services or humanitarian 
assistance are available here in your 
community?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing 
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual 
and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations 
and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between 
groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal 
basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation 
17. Other: (specify)
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Access to services Q10. Do you have access to these 
services? (only for the ones that are 
mentioned as available in Q10 the 
previous question)

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual 
and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations 
and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between 
groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal 
basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify) 
18. No access to any services

Access to services Q11. Which are your main services or 
needs which are not being met/satisfied?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing 
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual 
and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations 
and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between 
groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal 
basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify)
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Access to services Q12. Which ones are the most important 
to you? List them from 1 to 5 (of the 
needs listed in the first question)

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual 
and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations 
and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between 
groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal 
basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify)

Access to services Q13. What are the top three services you 
lack or have difficulty accessing yet are 
most important to you?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual 
and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations 
and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between 
groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal 
basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify)
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Access to services Q13a. For each of the three main 
services you are lacking, please explain 
the type of barriers (question asked for 
each of the top 3 reasons in Q13)

1. Affordability 
2. Quality   
3. Accessibility - too far to reach 
4. Accessibility- do not know how/where to 
access 
5. Facing discrimination due to profile 
6. Other, please specify

Access to services Q14  Are these challenges faced by the 
majority of inhabitants of this area?  
(question asked for each of the top 3 
reasons in Q13)

1. Yes, all families experience these challenges 
 2. yes, most of the families 
face these challenges                                                                                                                                       
     3. No, my family in particular is facing these 
challenges 
4.  No, only some groups face these challenges   
5. No, it affects households in some locations 
more than in other areas 
6. I don't know 
 7. I prefer not to answer

Access to services Q14a  Why is it that 'only some groups' 
'/only my family'/  ' only households 
in some locations' are affected by this 
challenge? (question asked for each of 
the top 3 reasons in Q14)

Access to services Q15. Did you or any member of your 
family ever face exclusion from the 
following services or limitation in 
accessing [services listed below] … since 
you were displaced?

Access to services Q15a. ACCESS TO HOUSING (RENTING 
OR BUYING)

1. Yes, often 2. No, never 3. Only sometimes 4. 
Not applicable 5. Don't know/refuse to answer

Access to services Q15b. ACCESS TO EDUCATION 1. Yes, often 2. No, never 3. Only sometimes 4. 
Not applicable 5. Don't know/refuse to answer

Access to services Q15 c. ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES 1. Yes, often 2. No, never 3. Only sometimes 4. 
Not applicable 5. Don't know/refuse to answer

Access to services Q15d. ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT OR 
BUSINESS (Jobs and livelihood sources 
like shops, land for farming and 
agriculture, etc.)

1. Yes, often 2. No, never 3. Only sometimes 4. 
Not applicable 5. Don't know/refuse to answer

Access to services Q15e. ACCESS TO CIVIL STATUS 
SERVICES (such as registering a birth, 
marriage, death, car, etc.)

1. Yes, often 2. No, never 3. Only sometimes 4. 
Not applicable 5. Don't know/refuse to answer

Electricity Q16. Does your family have enough 
electricity for their needs? (This should 
include all sources, public or private)

☐ Yes, always ☐ Yes, sometimes ☐ No

water Q17. Does your family have enough 
water for their drinking and domestic 
needs?

☐Yes, always ☐ Yes, sometimes☐ No

Healthcare Q18. In the past 12 months, have you 
had problems in accessing needed 
health care?
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Healthcare Q18a. If yes, what was the main problem 
you encountered in accessing needed 
healthcare?

Financial barriers-- Insufficient funds to get 
treatment/ medicine 
Language barriers-- Could not communicate 
with doctors and medical staff 
Transportation barriers-- Clinic/hospital was 
too far or difficult to get to  
Clinic/ hospital was closed 
Clinic/hospital did not have treatment needed 
for my disease/problem  
Clinic/hospital did not have medicine needed 
for my disease/problem 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Education Q19. Are boys aged 6-12 in your family 
attending primary school regularly (at 
least 3 days per week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. No, 
none of them 4. N/A - There are no boys of this 
age in my family

Education Q20. Are boys aged 13-17 in your fmaily 
attending secondary school regularly (at 
least 3 days per week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. No, 
none of them 4. N/A - There are no boys of this 
age in my family

Education Q21. Are girls aged 6-12 in your family 
attending primary school regularly (at 
least 3 days per week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. No, 
none of them 4. N/A - There are no girls of this 
age in my family

Education Q22 Are girls aged 13-17 in your family 
attending secondary school regularly?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. No, 
none of them 4. N/A - There are no girls of this 
age in my family

Education Q23. ASK IF YES IN Q19/Q20/21/Q22 
Of children ages 6 to 17, what are the 3 
main reasons why they are not attending 
school or have missed more than three 
months of school?

1. We don’t have the money  
2. We don’t have the documents needed  
3. We don’t allow them to study 
4. We moved multiple times during the school 
year 
5. School is too far from where we live 
6. Language of instruction at school is different 
from language we used at home 
7. The security situation does not allow for it  
8. They need to work to support our family  
9. They are married (Early Childhood Marriage) 
10. They have a disability  
11. School does not accept IDP children 
12. Other (Specify) 
13. Don’t know/ refuse to answer
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Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q24. Does any of your houshold 
members participate in an income 
generating activity?

☐ Yes 2. No 3. Don't know

Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q25. What are the three main sources of 
income for your family? (Select three)

☐ Paid job (public) 
☐ Paid job (private) 
☐ Agriculture / farming / animal raising  
☐ Business  
☐ Informal commerce or sporadic daily labor                                                                                                     
☐ Savings  
☐ Rent received from house or land 
☐ Money from family and/or friends  
☐ Cash grants or other forms of aid from 
organisations/government  
☐ Pension                                                                                                                                             
                    ☐ Daily Worker 
☐ Other (specify):
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Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q25a. If selected ‘agriculture/farming/
animal raising in Q25 ABOVE:  What 
types of agricultural activities is your 
household engaged in? (select all that 
apply)

1. Crop production (i.e. cereals, vegetables, 
fruits, etc) 
2. Livestock production                                                                                                                                       
          3. Fishery production                                                                                                                                       
                    4. Other (specify)

Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q26. What was your job before you were 
displaced?

Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q25a. After your return home, did you 
return to the job that you had prior to 
displacement?

1. yes 2. No 3. don't know/refuse to answer

Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q25b. If no in Q24a, what is the main 
reason why?

1. Legal barriers: I do not have the necessary 
permits or licenses needed or am in a legal 
dispute over ownership and rights to my 
former business/job  
2. Financial barriers: I do not have the money 
or capital to buy needed goods or supplies or 
pay salaries for employees 
3. Physical access barriers: I cannot use 
the building and/or land and/or machinery 
because of damage and/or inaccessibility  
4. Personal barriers: I have a disability or health 
condition that prevents me from working 
5. Other (Specify) 
6. Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Food security Q26. Have there been instances in which 
your family did not have enough food in 
the last 30 days?

1. Yes, a lot 2. Yes, some 3. No 4. Don't know

Food security Q26a If yes in Q26, which coping 
strategies has your family mostly relied 
on to cope with a lack of food?

☐ No coping strategies used 
☐ Selling family properties 
(refrigerator, television, jewellery…)                                                   
☐ Reducing expenditure on non-food items 
☐ Changing place of residence and 
accommodation to reduce expenses      
☐ Children under 18 work to provide resources    
☐ Relying on secondary source of food (i.e. 
PDS, charities, relatives, etc.) 
☐ Buying food on credit or through borrowed 
money from relatives 
☐ Spending savings                                                                                                                                      
☐ Other (specify)                                                  
☐ Do not know
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Safety and 
security

Q27. How safe do you and your family 
feel in this location? Select one

1. Very safe  
2. Somewhat safe 
3. Not safe              
4. Not safe at all 
5. Don't know 
6. Prefer not to answer

Safety and 
security

Q28. Have you or any of your family 
members experienced any safety and 
security issues in the past 3 months? 
Select one

1. Yes                                                                                             
2. No                                                                                                     
3. I don't know 
4. I prefer not to answer
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Safety and 
security

Q28a [If yes in Q28,] What kind of issues?       
Select all that apply

1. injured by a mine/ UXO. 
2. had an incident with military actors 
3. was robbed  
4. damage was inflicted on property/assets/
livestock 
5. was kidnapped/abducted 
6. physically attacked/assaulted 
7. physically forced to engage in acts against 
their will 
8. was forced to labour 
9. was forced to pay funds in exchange for 
protection 
10. verbally threatened 
11. member of household detained 
12. was not allowed to cross a checkpoint/go 
to a certain area 
13.IDs confiscated 
14. Other, please specify.

Safety and 
security

Q28b [If yes in Q28,] What actions did 
you take after the incident? Instruction 
to enumerators not to read options but 
rather to select all that apply based on 
open quesiton

1. we did not take any action as it didn't seem 
necessary 
2. We did not do anything as we were 
concerned for our safety. 
3. We did not do anything as reporting it 
wouldn't result in any action. 
4. We  dealth with the issue ourselves 
5. W reported the issue to police/secuity actors  
6. We reported the issue to the Muktar/tribal 
leader 
7. We reported the issue to service providers 
8. Other, please specify.

Safety and 
security

Q28 c If selected that issue was reported 
in Q28b, Do you feel the issue was 
adequately addressed/resolved?

Yes/No

Safety and 
security

Q28d. [If yes in Q28,] Why do you think 
that this incident happened to you 
or your family member?   Select one 
Instruction to enumerators not to read 
options but rather to select all that apply 
based on open quesiton

1. our tribal affliation 
2. our ethnic affiliation 
3. our affiliation with individuals not welcomed 
by community (ISIS affiliated family members) 
4. our displacement status 
5. our long term dispute with our neighbours/
specific community members 
6. gender 
7. no specific reason (random inciden/unlucky) 
8. Prefer not to answer 
9. Other, please specify.

Safety and 
security

Q28e [If no in Q28)  In the event that 
there were any issues, who would you 
report incidents to?

1.  community leader. 
 2. service provider. 
3. local authorities (police). 
4. Tribal leader/muktar 
5.  I wouldn't feel comfortable reporting any 
incidents 
6. I dont see the benefit of reporting incidents/
dont believe anything would happen. 
7 I don't know who to report to 
8. Depends on the issue 
9. prefer not to answer 
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Daily safery 
concerns

Q29. Apart from specific security 
incidents, are there any general safety 
concerns that you and your family 
experience on a more daily basis?

1. No, no concerns in every day life. 
2. Yes, I do have concerns. 
3. I  don't know. 
4. I prefer not do answer.

Daily safety 
concrns

Q29a [If yes in Q29,] What safety 
concerns are you and your family 
members experiencing in every day 
life? (Select all applicable answers) 
-Enumerator should not read out options 
but rather select

1. Presence of local military actors    
2. Discrimination due to ethnic or relgious 
background 
3. Discrimination due to tribal affiliation 
4. Tensions and issues with neighbours 
5. Tensions and issues with local community 
6. verbal harrassment on a daily basis     
7. Lack of safety moving around due to security 
actors 
8. Lack of safety moving around due to UXOs/
ERWs    
9. General crime/lack of law and order 
10. Prefer not to answer 
11. Other, please specify
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Freedom of 
movement

Q30. Can a woman or girl in your family 
move freely without restriction or safety 
concerns to any location in this area?

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Freedom of 
movement

Q30a If no in Q30, please explain why Text

Freedom of 
movement

Q31 Can a man or boy in your family 
move freely without restrictions or safety 
concerns within the area?

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Freedom of 
movement

Q31a If no in Q31, please explain why Text

Freedom of 
movement

Q32. Who do you interact with to obtain 
movement permissions? Select all that 
apply

1. Police 
2. Army 
3. Security forces 
4. Militia group 
5. Local level government 
6. Traditional or informal community structures 
7. Community/ religious leader  
8. No one, can determine own movemnet  
9. Other, please specify  
10. Prefer not to answer
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Interaction with 
neighbours

Q33. How regularly do you interact with  
your neighbours? Select one

1. Regularly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. I try to avoid interactions

Interaction with 
local communtiy

Q34. How regularly do you interact 
with  the general community? Select  
Enumerator should make sure the 
difference between Q41 and Q42 is 
explained

1. Regularly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. I try to avoid interactions

Interaction with 
neighbours

Q35. Which of the following statements 
best describes the treatment you receive 
from your neighbours Select one

1. Very welcoming 
2. Mostly welcoming 
3. Sometimes welcoming   
4. Mostly not welcome  
5. Not welcome at all 
6. Don’t know 
7. Prefer not to answer
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Interaction with 
local communtiy

Q36.Do community members treat you 
in a welcoming way?

1. Very welcoming 
2. Mostly welcoming 
3. Sometimes welcoming   
4. Mostly not welcome  
5. Not welcome at all 
6. Don’t know 
7. Prefer not to answer

Interaction with 
local communtiy

Q37. Are you aware of any incidents of 
retaliation/harassment against certain 
population groups in the last 3 months?

Yes; No; Don't know; Do not want to say

Interaction with 
local communtiy

Q37a if yes in Q37 Can you tell me a bit 
more about these incidents?

Text

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities

Q38. Do you and your family members 
actively participate in community activites 
and events?  Select one

1. No, we are not interested in these activities  
2. No, we do not feel comfortable participating 
3. No, I am not aware of any communtiy events 
or activiites  
4. yes, regularly  
5. Yes, occasionally 
6. yes but very rarely  
7. prefer not to answer

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities

Q38a. [If yes in Q38,] What kind of 
activity have you or your family members 
participated in?  (select all that apply

1. Community/Voluntary groups 
2. Initiatives (reconciliation, confidence-
building, peace building) 
3. Campaigns (cleaning campaigns, education 
campaigns) 
4. Awareness raising session (health, hygiene, 
environment, GBV, etc)    
5. Religious events 
 6. Other, please specify.

Q39. Are you or any member of 
your family actively involved in local 
reconciliation and confidence-
building initiatives (such as local peace 
committees, public debates, forums, 
cross-community activities, others)?

1. yes 2. No 3. don't know/refuse to answer

Access to public 
spaces

Q40. How comfortable do you and your 
family members feel going to the local 
markets and public spaces? Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3 Not comfortable 
4. I don’t know – we don’t go to the local 
markets/shops. 
5. Prefer not to answer.

Access to public 
spaces

Q41. How comfortable do your children 
feel playing with other children from the 
neighbourhood? Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3. Not comfortable  
4. I don’t know  
5.Don't have children under 18 
6. Prefer not to answer.
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Interactions in 
schools

Q42. How comfrotable to your children 
feel attending the local school? Select 
one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3. Not comfortable  
4. I don’t know  
5. Do not have school-aged children (SKIP TO 
Q53) 
6. Prefer not to answer.

Interactions in 
schools

Q43 Have your children reported any 
challenges at school? Select one

1. Yes 
2. No        
3. Children are not attending school 
4 I don't know 
5.  Prefer not to answer

Interactions in 
schools

Q43a [If yes in Q43,] In your opinion, 
what are the reasons for challenges?   
Select all that apply

1. Girls do not feel comfortable in the school 
environment 
2. Boys do not feel comfortable in the school 
environment 
 3. Children struggling with their education 
4. General bad behaviour in the school/lack of 
discipline in school 
5. Discrimination/targeting due to our tribal 
affiliation 
6. Discrimination/targeting due to ethnic or 
religious affiliation 
7. Discrimination/targeting  due to affiliation 
with individuals not welcomed by communtiy 
(e.g. IS affiliated families)      
8. Discrimination/targeting due to 
displacement status 
9. gender of the HoH 
10. Don't know .    
11. Prefer not to answer 
12. Other, please specify
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Status of shelter Q44. What type of shelter do you 
currently reside in?

1. Religious building** 
2. Unfinished/Abandoned buildings ** 
3. Non-residential structure (garage, farm 
building, shop, etc) 
4. School building** 
5. Informal or irregular settlement** 
6. Habitual residence - good condition (ok for 
living inside) 
7. Habitual residence - damaged/destroyed 
(not ok for living inside) 
8. Long term rental 
9. Hotel/motel or short-term rental 
10. Tent in a refugee setup/camp 
11. Tent in an area that’s not a refugee 
settlement 
12. Host family  
13. Other types of collective shelter (specify)**

Status of shelter Q45. What is the current status of the 
shelter you are residing in - select one

1. Owned (the owner of the house is the 
interviewee or his/her family) 
2. Rented, with a written agreement with the 
landlord 
3. Rented, without any written agreement 
4. We are staying with our relatives/our 
relatives let us they with them. 
5. Other, please specify.
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Status of shelter Q46. Is this your temporary or 
permanent accomodation for your 
household? Select one

1. Temporary 
2. Permanent 
3. I don't know

Tenure security Q47. Was your family evicted in the last 3 
months or currently fearing eviction?

1. Yes evicted in the past 3 months 2.Yes 
currently fearing an eviction 3. No not eveicted 
in the past 3 months 4. No not currently 
fearing an eviction

Tenure security Q47a. If yes in Q47, what are the reasons 
for your family having been evicted or 
fearing being evicted?

☐ Inability to pay rent 
☐ Landlord decision / Landlord reclaiming the 
building or land 
☐ Decision or pressure from the authorities 
☐ Decision or pressure from armed actors 
☐ Social tensions with the host community

Tenure security Q48. Did you own property in the place 
where you were living when you were 
forced to flee? [Note to filed researchers: 
Please be sure to remind respondents 
that this question is asking about the 
past and specifically refers to the time 
period before displacement (before 1 
January 2014)]

1 Yes 2. No

Tenure security Q48a. If yes in Q48 Do you still own that 
property now?

Yes 
No 
Ownership is disputed  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q48b. If not in Q48a, what happened? We were forced to sell it 
We decided to sell it 
It was confiscated  
Previous owners claimed it 
We no longer have the documents to prove 
ownership 
Other  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q48c. If yes in Q48 What is the condition 
of your property now?

No Damage 
Partially damaged  
Destroyed or heavily damaged  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q48d If yes in Q48 Can you access the 
property now?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Don't know

Tenure security Q48e. If no in Q48d, why not? Unable to access/use - active fighting 
Unable to access /use - community tensions 
Unable to access/use - occupied, controlled or 
claimed by others 
Unable to access/use - not authorized 
by security and/or local authorities                                       
Unable to access/use - house is destroyed or 
too heavily damaged 
Unable to access/use - Other reason 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

HLP Q49. If you owned a house, are there 
obstacles for you to prove ownership of 
your property?

☐ Yes,  
☐ No 
☐ Do not know
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HLP Q49a If yes in Q58, what are the 
obstacles for your family to prove 
ownership of your property? 
 (Select all that apply)

☐ Never had official documentation to prove 
their ownership of land / property / home  
☐ Property documentation is not recognized 
by the current authorities  
☐ Lost official documentation and government 
is restricting the family from reissuing or 
renewing legal ownership documents 
☐ Lost official documentation and government 
records are destroyed 
☐ Lost official documentation and have no 
money to pay for replacement of documents 
☐ Only have informal or unofficial ownership 
documents 
☐ No information / don’t understand the 
process to replace the documents 
☐ Other (specify): 
☐ Do not know
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Q50. Do you or any members of your 
family lack a valid ID card or nationality 
certificate?

Yes/No

Types of 
documents lost/
don’t exist:

Q50a if yes in Q59 What types of 
documents have you lost/don’t have?

1. ID card 2. Nationality centrificate 3. Other 
specify

Cuase of lack or/
loss of document

Q51. What are the consequences of not 
having those documents?

☐ Restricted freedom of movement 
☐ Cannot access basic services (including 
health, education) 
☐ Cannot access humanitarian assistance 
☐ At risk of arrest 
☐ Cannot claim property 
☐ Cannot register birth 
☐ Cannot register marriages 
☐ Cannot file for compensation 
Inability to access properties/inheritance

Impact of lack of 
document

Q52. If you or member of the family have 
lost personal documentation, have you 
been able to replace it?

Yes, they replaced all of the documentation 
Yes, they replaced some of the documentation 
No, they did not replace any of the 
documentation 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Barriers to 
obtaining 
documentation

Q53a. If no in Q52 above If they have 
not replaced all of the documentation, 
why not? OR  Are there any obstacles to 
renew or obtain civil documents?

Lack of information on how to replace or 
renew it 
Lack of money 
Refusal of the authority 
Lack of supporting documents to make new 
documents 
Distance to the replacement office 
Fear of arrest or persecution   
Other  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer
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Intentions Q53. Are you planning to leave this 
house/dwelling/location in future? Select 
one

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. I don't know

Intentions Q53a [If yes in Q43]  where would you/
your household prefer to live in the 
future? Select one

1.  Return to our home (e.g in case previously 
occupied or being repaired) 
2. Move to a permanent housing within the 
same community (not original home) 
3.. Move to other relatives in the same 
community  relatives  
4. Move to other temporary shelter within the 
same community  
5. Move to another community within the 
same sub district other area within the same 
community  
6. Settle elsewhere in governorate 
7. Return to location of displacement 
8. Currently renting but own property and plan 
to move back 
9. Other 
10. I don’t know

Intentions Q53b. [If yes in Q53]   do you 
already have confirmed plans for the 
move?Select one

1. Yes 
2. No confirmed plans 
3. We are still deciding 
4. It is a long-term intention but may not 
happen 
5. Prefer not to  answer

Intentions Q53c [If yes in Q53] when are you 
planning to move?          Select one

1. In a month 
2. In 2-3 months 
3. In 6 months or a year 
4. More than a year  
5. Still uncertain

Intentions Q53d [If yes in Q53]   what are the  main 
reasons  for moving? ? Select up to 3

1. To improve our shelter situation/We want to 
move to a permanent housing  
2. We don’t feel safe here  
3. We don’t feel accepted by the community 
here (neighbourhood pressure to leave) 
4. We might get evicted from this housing 
(existing eviction threat) 
5. Cost of living/rent in current housing/area is 
too high 
6. House will be demolished or sold so we have 
to leave 
7. Lack of livelihoods opportunities at the 
current location 
8. Lack of quality services at the current 
location (requiring better healthcare provision/
education) 
9. Family has been separated to different 
places/ difficulties in family re-unification 
10. Marital reasons: household member 
getting married or divorced 
11. Proximinity to family/friends/community/
tribe 
12. To return to our original home 
13. Other, please specify
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Q54 Do you consider yourself displaced 
now?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Don't know

Q54 a (If not in Q54) , why don’t you 
consider your family displaced?

I have returned home (habitual address)  
I have returned to my area (district but not to 
my home habitual address) 
I have a job/ I can provide for my family 
I have a house 
I have my network of family and friends around 
me 
Other  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Q54 b (If YES in Q54) ,, why do you 
consider your family displaced?

I have not returned home (habitual address)  
I have not returned to my area (district but not 
to my home habitual address) 
I do not have a job/ I cannot provide for my 
family 
I do not have a house 
I do not have my network of family and friends 
around me 
Other  
Don’t Know/ Refuse to Answer

Q55 Which of the following statements 
best decsribes your feeling of belonging 
to this community

Strong belonging 
Somewhat belonging 
Neither belonging nor un-belonging 
Somewhat un-belonging 
Not belonging 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

G
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A

L General Q56 Is there any other issue you would 
like to highlight?

1. Yes 
2. No

General Q56a (If yes in Q56), please explain:
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POST RETURN REINTEGRATION AND TENSION 
MONITORING - HOUSEHOLD LEVEL (REMAINEES)

Section Indicator name Question Answering options 
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Location D1. Location [ Collect GPS & Governorate/District/
Sub-district/Community-Village]

Contact of 
respondent

D2. Contact number PHONE: CONTANCT 1, CONTACT 2

HoH D3. Is this respondent the head of the 
household

Yes/No

Sex of respondent D4. Gender 1. Male 2 Female

Age of respondent D5. Age Integer

  Q1. How long has your family been living in 
this location?
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Access to services Q2. What services or humanitarian 
assistance are available here in your 
community?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of 
individual and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, 
reparations and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom 
of movement (indirect security factors 
between groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an 
equal basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify)
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Access to services Q3. Do you have access to these services? 
(only for the ones that are mentioned as 
available in Q10 the previous question)

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of 
individual and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, 
reparations and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom 
of movement (indirect security factors 
between groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an 
equal basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify) 
18. No access to any services

Access to services Q4. Which are your main services or needs 
which are not being met/satisfied?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of 
individual and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, 
reparations and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom 
of movement (indirect security factors 
between groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an 
equal basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify)
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Access to services Q5. Which ones are the most important to 
you? List them from 1 to 5 (of the needs 
listed in the first question)

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of 
individual and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, 
reparations and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom 
of movement (indirect security factors 
between groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an 
equal basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify)

Access to services Q6. What are the top three services you 
lack or have difficulty accessing yet are 
most important to you?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of 
individual and other documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, 
reparations and compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members 
separated during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom 
of movement (indirect security factors 
between groups or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an 
equal basis with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
17. Other: (specify)
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Access to services Q7  Are these challenges faced by the 
majority of inhabitants of this area?  
(question asked for each of the top 3 
reasons in Q6) 

1. Yes, all families experience these 
challenges 
 2. yes, most of the families face these 
challenges 
3. No, my family in particular is facing 
these challenges 
4.  No, only some groups face these 
challenges   
5. No, it affects households in some 
locations in the communtiy more than 
households in other areas 
6. I don't know 
7. I prefer not to answer

Access to services Q7a  Why is it that 'only some groups' '/only 
my family'/  households in some locations 
in the community more than housholds are 
affected by this chellenge(question asked 
for each of the top 3 reasons in Q14) 

 

Access to services Q7b. For each of the three main services 
you are lacking, please explain the type of 
barriers (question asked for each of the top 
3 reasons in Q6) 

1. Affordability 
2. Quality  
3. Accessibility - too far to reach  
4. Accessibility- do not know how/where 
to access 
5. Facing discrimination due to profile  
6. Other, please specify 

Electricity Q8. Does your family have enough 
electricity for their needs? (This should 
include all sources, public or private)

☐ Yes, always ☐ Yes, sometimes ☐ No

water Q9. Does your family have enough water 
for their drinking and domestic needs?

☐ Yes, always ☐ Yes, sometimes ☐ No

Education Q10. Are boys aged 6-12 in your family 
attending primary school regularly (at least 
3 days per week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. 
No, none of them 4. N/A - There are no 
boys of this age in my family

Education Q11. Are boys aged 13-17 in your fmaily 
attending secondary school regularly (at 
least 3 days per week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. 
No, none of them 4. N/A - There are no 
boys of this age in my family

Education Q12. Are girls aged 6-12 in your family 
attending primary school regularly (at least 
3 days per week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. 
No, none of them 4. N/A - There are no 
girls of this age in my family

Education Q13 Are girls aged 13-17 in your family 
attending secondary school regularly?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. 
No, none of them 4. N/A - There are no 
girls of this age in my family
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Education Q14. ASK IF No IN Q12/Q13/14/Q15 Of 
children ages 6 to 17, what are the 3 main 
reasons why they are not attending school 
or have missed more than three months of 
school? 

1. We don’t have the money  
2. We don’t have the documents needed  
3. We don’t allow them to study 
4. We moved multiple times during the 
school year 
5. School is too far from where we live 
6. Language of instruction at school is 
different from language we used at home 
7. The security situation does not allow 
for it  
8. They need to work to support our 
family  
9. They are married (Early Childhood 
Marriage) 
10. They have a disability  
11. School does not accept IDP children 
12. Other (Specify) 
13. Don’t know/ refuse to answer
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Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q15. Does any of your houshold members 
participate in an income generating 
activity?

☐ Yes 2. No 3. Don't know

Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q16. What are the three main sources of 
income for your family? (Select three)

☐ Paid job (public) 
☐ Paid job (private) 
☐ Agriculture / farming / animal raising  
☐ Business  
☐ Informal commerce or sporadic daily 
labor 
☐ Savings  
☐ Rent received from house or land 
☐ Money from family and/or friends  
☐ Cash grants or other forms of aid from 
organisations/government  
☐ Pension 
☐ Daily Worker 
☐ Other (specify):

Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q17. If selected ‘agriculture/farming/
animal raising in Q18 ABOVE:  What types 
of agricultural activities is your  family 
engaged in? (select all that apply)

1. Crop production (i.e. cereals, 
vegetables, fruits, etc) 
2. Livestock production 
3. Fishery production 
4. Other (specify)

Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q18. What was your job before the crisis?  

Access to income 
and livelihoods

 Q18a. Do you have the same job that you 
had before the crisis? 

1. yes 2. No 3. don't know/refuse to 
answer
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Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q18b. If no in Q18a, what is the main 
reason why? 

1. Legal barriers: I do not have the 
necessary permits or licenses needed or 
am in a legal dispute over ownership and 
rights to my former business/job  
2. Financial barriers: I do not have the 
money or capital to buy needed goods or 
supplies or pay salaries for employees 
3. Physical access barriers: I cannot 
use the building and/or land and/or 
machinery because of damage and/or 
inaccessibility  
4. Personal barriers: I have a disability or 
health condition that prevents me from 
working 
5. Other (Specify) 
6. Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Food security Q19. Have there been instances in which 
your family did not have enough food in 
the last 7 days?

1. Yes, a lot 2. Yes, some 3. No 4. Don't 
know

Food security Q19a If yes in Q19 ABOVE, which coping 
strategies has your family mostly relied on 
to cope with a lack of food?

☐ No coping strategies used 
☐ Selling family properties 
(refrigerator, television, jewellery…)                                                   
☐ Reducing expenditure on non-food 
items 
☐ Changing place of residence and 
accommodation to reduce expenses      
☐ Children under 18 work to provide 
resources    
☐ Relying on secondary source of food 
(i.e. PDS, charities, relatives, etc.) 
☐ Buying food on credit or through 
borrowed money from relatives 
☐ Spending savings                                                                                                                                      
☐ Other (specify)                                                  
☐ Do not know 
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Safety and security Q20. How safe do you and your family feel 
in this location? Select one

1. Very safe  
2. Somewhat safe 
3. Not safe              
4. Not safe at all 
5. Don't know 
6. Prefer not to answer

Safety and security Q21. Have you or any of your family 
members experienced any safety and 
security issues in the past 3 months? Select 
one

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. I don't know 
4. I prefer not to answer
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Safety and security Q21a [If yes in Q21 ABOVE,] What kind of 
issues?       Select all that apply

1. injured by a mine/ UXO. 
2. had an incident with military actors 
3. was robbed  
4. damage was inflicted on property/
assets/livestock 
5. was kidnapped/abducted 
6. physically attacked/assaulted 
7. physically forced to engage in acts 
against their will 
8. was forced to labour 
9. was forced to pay funds in exchange for 
protection 
10. verbally threatened 
11. member of household detained 
12. was not allowed to cross a checkpoint/
go to a certain area 
13.IDs confiscated 
14. Other, please specify. 

Safety and security Q21b [If yes in Q21,] What actions did 
you take after the incident? Instruction 
to enumerators not to read options but 
rather to select all that apply based on 
open quesiton 

1. we did not take any action as it didn't 
seem necessary 
2. We did not do anything as we were 
concerned for our safety. 
3. We did not do anything as reporting it 
wouldn't result in any action. 
4. We  dealth with the issue ourselves 
5. W reported the issue to police/secuity 
actors  
6. We reported the issue to the Muktar/
tribal leader 
7. We reported the issue to service 
providers 
8. Other, please specify. 

Safety and security Q21c If selected that issue was reported in 
Q21b, Do you feel the issue was adequately 
addressed/resolved?

Yes/No

Safety and security Q21d. [If yes in Q21 ABOVE,] Why do 
you think that this incident happened to 
you or your family member?   Select one           
Instruction to enumerators not to read 
options but rather to select all that apply 
based on open quesiton                                                                                                   

1. our tribal affliation 
2. our ethnic affiliation 
3. our affiliation with individuals not 
welcomed by community (ISIS affiliated 
family members) 
4. our displacement status 
5. our long term dispute with our 
neighbours/specific community members                                                                                          
6. gender 
7. no specific reason (random inciden/
unlucky) 
8. Prefer not to answer 
9. Other, please specify.
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Safety and security Q21e [If no in Q21 ABOVE)  In the event 
that there were any issues, who would you 
report incidents to?

1.  community leader. 
 2. service provider. 
3. local authorities (police). 
4. Tribal leader/muktar 
5.  I wouldn't feel comfortable reporting 
any incidents 
6. I dont see the benefit of reporting 
incidents/dont believe anything would 
happen. 
7 I don't know who to report to 
8. Depends on the issue 
9. prefer not to answer

Daily safery 
concerns 

Q22. Apart from specific security incidents, 
are there any general safety concerns that 
you and your family experience on a more 
daily basis? 

1. No, no concerns in every day life. 
2. Yes, I do have concerns. 
3. I  don't know. 
4. I prefer not do answer. 

Daily safety 
concrns

Q22a [If yes in Q22,] What safety concerns 
are you and your family members 
experiencing in every day life? (Select all 
applicable answers) -Enumerator should 
not read out options but rather select 

1. Presence of local military actors    
2. Discrimination due to ethnic or relgious 
background 
3. Discrimination due to tribal affiliation 
4. Tensions and issues with neighbours 
5. Tensions and issues with local 
community 
6. verbal harrassment on a daily basis     
7. Lack of safety moving around due to 
security actors 
8. Lack of safety moving around due to 
UXOs/ERWs    
9. General crime/lack of law and order 
10. Prefer not to answer 
11. Other, please specify
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Freedom of 
movement 

Q23. Can a woman or girl in your family 
move freely without restriction or safety 
concerns to any location in this area? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Freedom of 
movement 

Q23a If no in Q23, please explain why Text

Freedom of 
movement 

Q24 Can a man or boy in your family 
move freely without restrictions or safety 
concerns within the area?

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Freedom of 
movement 

Q24a If no in Q24, please explain why Text
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  Q25. Do you interact in your community in 
the same way with groups ? If no, why not?

 

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

Q26. Are you aware of any incidents of 
retaliation/harassment against certain 
groups in the last 3 months?

Yes; No; Don't know; Do not want to say

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

Q26a if yes in Q26, Can you tell me a bit 
more about these incidents?

Text

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

Q27. Do you and your family members 
actively participate in community activites 
and events?  Select one

1. No, we are not interested in these 
activities  
2. No, we do not feel comfortable 
participating 
3. Ino, am not aware of any communtiy 
events or activiites  
4. yes, regularly  
5. Yes, occasionally 
6. yes but very rarely  
7. prefer not to answer

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

Q27a. [If yes in Q27,] What kind of 
activity have you or your family members 
participated in?  (select all that apply

1. Community/Voluntary groups                                                                                                                                           
                                                  2. 
Initiatives (reconciliation, 
confidence-building, peace building)                                                                                                   
3. Campaigns (cleaning 
campaigns, education campaigns)                                                                                                                                    
4. Awareness raising session (health, 
hygiene, environment, GBV, etc)    
5. Religious events                                                                                                       
 6. Other, please specify. 

  Q28. Are you or any member of your family 
actively involved in local reconciliation and 
confidence-building initiatives (such as local 
peace committees, public debates, forums, 
cross-community activities, others)? 

1. yes 2. No 3. don't know/refuse to 
answer

Access to public 
spaces

Q29. How comfortable do you and your 
family members feel going to the local 
markets and public spaces? Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3 Not comfortable 
4. I don’t know – we don’t go to the local 
markets/shops. 
5. Prefer not to answer.

Access to public 
spaces

Q30. How comfortable do your children 
feel playing with other children from the 
neighbourhood? Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3. Not comfortable  
4. I don’t know  
5.Don't have children under 18 
6. Prefer not to answer.
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Interactions in 
schools

Q31. How comfortable do your children 
feel attending the local school? Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3. Not comfortable  
4. I don’t know  
5. Do not have school-aged children (SKIP 
TO Q53) 
6. Prefer not to answer.

Interactions in 
schools

Q32 Have your children reported any 
challenges at school? Select one

1. Yes 
2. No        
3. Children are not attending school 
4 I don't know 
5.  Prefer not to answer

Interactions in 
schools

Q32a [If yes in Q32,] In your opinion, what 
are the reasons for challenges?   Select all 
that apply 

1. Girls do not feel comfortable in the 
school environment 
2. Boys do not feel comfortable in the 
school environment 
 3. Children struggling with their 
education 
4. General bad behaviour in the school/
lack of discipline in school 
5. Discrimination/targeting due to our 
tribal affiliation 
6. Discrimination/targeting due to ethnic 
or religious affiliation 
7. Discrimination/targeting  due to 
affiliation with individuals not welcomed 
by communtiy (e.g. IS affiliated families)      
8. Discrimination/targeting due to 
displacement status 
9. gender of the HoH 
10. Don't know .    
11. Prefer not to answer 
12. Other, please specify
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Status of shelter Q33. What type of shelter do you currently 
reside in?

1. Religious building** 
2. Unfinished/Abandoned buildings ** 
3. Non-residential structure (garage, farm 
building, shop, etc) 
4. School building** 
5. Informal or irregular settlement** 
6. Habitual residence - good condition (ok 
for living inside) 
7. Habitual residence - damaged/
destroyed (not ok for living inside) 
8. Long term rental 
9. Hotel/motel or short-term rental 
10. Tent in a refugee setup/camp 
11. Tent in an area that’s not a refugee 
settlement 
12. Host family  
13. Other types of collective shelter 
(specify)**
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Status of shelter Q34. What is the current status of the 
shelter you are residing in - select one

1. Owned (the owner of the house is the 
interviewee or his/her family) 
2. Rented, with a written agreement with 
the landlord 
3. Rented, without any written agreement 
4. We are staying with our relatives/our 
relatives let us they with them. 
5. Other, please specify.  

Status of shelter Q35. Is this your temporary or permanent 
accomodation for your household? Select 
one

1. Temporary 
2. Permanent 
3. I don't know

Tenure security Q36 Was your family evicted in the last 3 
months or currently fearing eviction?

1. Yes evicted in the past 3 months 2.Yes 
currently fearing an eviction 3. No not 
eveicted in the past 3 months 4. No not 
currently fearing an eviction

Tenure security Q36a If yes in Q36, what are the reasons 
for your family having been evicted or 
fearing being evicted?

☐ Inability to pay rent 
☐ Landlord decision / Landlord reclaiming 
the building or land 
☐ Decision or pressure from the 
authorities 
☐ Decision or pressure from armed 
actors 
☐ Social tensions with the host 
community

Tenure security Q37 Did you own property before january 
2014 ? [Note to filed researchers: Please 
be sure to remind respondents that this 
question is asking about the past and 
specifically refers to the time period before 
displacement (before 1 January 2014)]

1 Yes 2. No

Tenure security Q37a If yes in Q37, Do you still own that 
property now?

Yes 
No 
Ownership is disputed  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q37b If not in Q37a, what happened? We were forced to sell it 
We decided to sell it 
It was confiscated  
Previous owners claimed it 
We no longer have the documents to 
prove ownership 
Other  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q37c If yes in Q37 What is the condition of 
your property now? 

No Damage 
Partially damaged  
Destroyed or heavily damaged  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q37d If yes in Q37 Can you access the 
property now?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Don't know
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Tenure security Q37e. If no in Q37d, why not? Unable to access/use - active fighting 
Unable to access /use - community 
tensions 
Unable to access/use - occupied, 
controlled or claimed by others 
Unable to access/use - not authorized by 
security and/or local authorities 
Unable to access/use - house is destroyed 
or too heavily damaged 
Unable to access/use - Other reason 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

HLP Q38. If you owned a house, are there 
obstacles for you to prove ownership of 
your property?

☐ Yes,  
☐ No 
☐ Do not know 

HLP Q38a If yes in Q38, what are the obstacles 
for your family to prove ownership of your 
property? 
 (Select all that apply)

☐ Never had official documentation to 
prove their ownership of land / property 
/ home  
☐ Property documentation is not 
recognized by the current authorities  
☐ Lost official documentation and 
government is restricting the family from 
reissuing or renewing legal ownership 
documents 
☐ Lost official documentation and 
government records are destroyed 
☐ Lost official documentation and have 
no money to pay for replacement of 
documents 
☐ Only have informal or unofficial 
ownership documents 
☐ No information / don’t understand the 
process to replace the documents 
☐ Other (specify): 
☐ Do not know
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  Q39. Do you or any members of your 
family lack a valid ID card or nationality 
certificate?

Yes/No

Types of 
documents lost/
don’t exist:

Q39a if yes in Q39, What types of 
documents have you lost/don’t have?

1. ID card 2. Nationality centrificate 3. 
Other specify

Cuase of lack or/
loss of document

Q40. What are the consequences of not 
having those documents? 

☐ Restricted freedom of movement 
☐ Cannot access basic services (including 
health, education) 
☐ Cannot access humanitarian assistance                                                                         
☐ At risk of arrest 
☐ Cannot claim property 
☐ Cannot register birth 
☐ Cannot register marriages 
☐ Cannot file for compensation 
☐ Inability to access properties/
inheritance 
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Impact of lack of 
document

Q41. If you or member of the family have 
lost personal documentation, have you 
been able to replace it?

Yes, they replaced all of the 
documentation 
Yes, they replaced some of the 
documentation 
No, they did not replace any of the 
documentation 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Barriers to 
obtaining 
documentation

Q41a If no in Q41 above, If they have not 
replaced all of the documentation, why 
not? OR  Are there any obstacles to renew 
or obtain civil documents?

Lack of information on how to replace or 
renew it 
Lack of money 
Refusal of the authority 
Lack of supporting documents to make 
new documents 
Distance to the replacement office 
Fear of arrest or persecution   
Other  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer
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  Q42 Which of the following statements 
best decsribes your feeling of belonging to 
this community

Strong belonging 
Somewhat belonging 
Neither belonging nor un-belonging 
Somewhat un-belonging 
Not belonging 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

GENERAL

General Q43 Is there any other issue you would like 
to highlight?

1. Yes 
2. No

General Q43a (If yes in Q50), please explain:  
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POST RETURN REINTEGRATION AND TENSION 
MONITORING - HOUSEHOLD LEVEL (IDPs)

Section Indicator name Question Answering options 

B
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Location D1. Location [ Collect GPS & Governorate/District/Sub-district/
Community-Village]

Contact of 
respondent

D2. Contact number PHONE: CONTANCT 1, CONTACT 2

HoH D3. Is this respondent the head of 
the household

Yes/No

Sex of respondent D4. Gender 1. Male 2 Female

Age of respondent D5. Age Integer
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  D6. Do you consider yourself… 1. an IDP 2. a returnee 3. a resident 4. a refugee 
(PROCEED IF IDP IS SELECTED)

  D7. Which location were you last in 
before coming here?

[ Collect GPS & Governorate/District/Sub-district/
Community-Village]

  Q1. How long have you lived in this 
community?  IF THE FAMILY IS IDP: 
since it was displaced)

number of months

  Q2. Is this the neighbourhood 
where you moved to in January 
2014 or when you were forced to 
flee? 

1. Yes 2 No 3. Don't know 4. refuse to answer

  Q2a. How many neighbourhoods 
or locations have you moved 
before coming here? 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, more than 10

  Q3. Is this where you intended 
to come when you left the most 
recent location you were residing 
in?

1. yes 2. No 3. Don't know 4. Refuse to answer

  Q4 If no IN Q2 above Why havent 
you returnned to the place you 
were living in before 1st January 
2014 or when you were first forced 
to flee.

1. Insecurity in the area 2. Lack of sufficient food 3. 
Lack of employemnt opportunities 4. Lack of services 
and access to amenities like water, electricity, housing 
and education etc 5. Other specify

  Q5. Were you displaced together 
with everyone in the family? If not, 
who was displaced first? 

1. No. I was displaced on my own                                                                                                                                   
2. Yes. Our whole familiy was displaced together                                                                                                     
3. Yes. Part of the family was displaced first - the men                                                                                             
4. Yes. Part of the family was 
displaced first - the women                                                                                        
5. Yes. Part of the family was displaced first - the adul
ts                                                                                    

  Q6. Are there any members 
of your family that remain in 
displacement in another location 
or is everyone in your family here 
with you?

1. No 2. Yes.                            

  Q7. Are there any members of 
your family that are missing or 
you don't know where they are at 
present?

1. None 2.1 3. 2 4. 3 5. 4 6. 5 or more

  Q8. Are the living conditions here 
as you expected them?

1. Yes, they are as I expected them                                                                                                                                           
2. No, they are different, they are better                                                                                            
3. No, they are different, they are worse                                                                                           
4. Don't know/refuse to answer
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Access to services  Q9. What services or humanitarian 
assistance are available here in 
your community?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual and other 
documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations and 
compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members separated 
during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between groups 
or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal basis 
with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or documentation  
17. Other: (specify)

Access to services Q10. Do you have access to these 
services? (only for the ones that 
are mentioned as available in Q10 
the previous question)

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual and other 
documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations and 
compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members separated 
during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between groups 
or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal basis 
with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or documentation  
17. Other: (specify) 
18. No access to any services
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Access to services Q11. Which are your main services 
or needs which are not being met/
satisfied?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual and other 
documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations and 
compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members separated 
during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between groups 
or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal basis 
with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or documentation  
17. Other: (specify)

Access to services Q12. Which ones are the most 
important to you? List them from 1 
to 5 (of the needs listed in the first 
question)

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual and other 
documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations and 
compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members separated 
during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between groups 
or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal basis 
with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or documentation  
17. Other: (specify)
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Access to services Q13. What are the top three 
services you lack or have difficulty 
accessing yet are most important 
to you?

1. Drinking water 
2. Food 
3. Nonfood Items 
4. Healthcare 
5. Shelter/housing  
6. Education 
7. Electricity 
8. Removal of ERWs/UXO / IEDs 
9. Waste disposal 
10. Access to employment and livelihood 
opportunities 
11. Access to and replacement of individual and other 
documentation 
12. Access to solutions for displacement-
related rights violations (justice, reparations and 
compensation) 
13. Reunification with family members separated 
during displacement 
14. Improved safety, security and freedom of 
movement (indirect security factors between groups 
or from security actors) 
15. Participation in public affairs on an equal basis 
with the resident population 
16. Judicial services e.g. courts or documentation  
17. Other: (specify)

Access to services Q14  Are these challenges faced by 
the majority of inhabitants of this 
area?  (question asked for each of 
the top 3 reasons in Q14) 

1. Yes, all families experience these challenges 
2. yes, most of the families face these challenges 
3. No, my family in particular is facing these 
challenges 
4.  No, only some groups face these challenges   
5. No, it affects households in some locations in the 
communtiy more than households in other areas 
6. I don't know 
7. I prefer not to answer

Access to services Q15  Why is it that 'only some 
groups' '/only my family'/  
households in some locations 
in the community more than 
housholds are affected by this 
chellenge(question asked for each 
of the top 3 reasons in Q14) 

 

Access to services Q15a. For each of the three main 
services you are lacking, please 
explain the type of barriers 
(question asked for each of the top 
3 reasons in Q15) 

1. Affordability 
2. Quality  
3. Accessibility - too far to reach  
4. Accessibility- do not know how/where to access 
5. Facing discrimination due to profile  
6. Other, please specify 

Electricity Q16. Does your family have 
enough electricity for their needs? 
(This should include all sources, 
public or private)

☐ Yes, always ☐ Yes, sometimes ☐ No
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water Q17. Does your family have 
enough water for their drinking 
and domestic needs?

☐ Yes, always ☐ Yes, sometimes ☐ No

Education Q18. Are boys aged 6-12 in your 
family attending primary school 
regularly (at least 3 days per 
week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. No, none 
of them 4. N/A - There are no boys of this age in my 
family

Education Q19. Are boys aged 13-17 in your 
fmaily attending secondary school 
regularly (at least 3 days per 
week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. No, none 
of them 4. N/A - There are no boys of this age in my 
family

Education Q20. Are girls aged 6-12 in your 
family attending primary school 
regularly (at least 3 days per 
week)?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. No, none 
of them 4. N/A - There are no girls of this age in my 
family

Education Q21 Are girls aged 13-17 in your 
family attending secondary school 
regularly?

1. Yes, all of them 2. Yes, some of them 3. No, none 
of them 4. N/A - There are no girls of this age in my 
family

Education Q22. ASK IF YES IN Q18/Q19/20/
Q21 Of children ages 6 to 17, what 
are the 3 main reasons why they 
are not attending school or have 
missed more than three months of 
school? 

1. We don’t have the money  
2. We don’t have the documents needed  
3. We don’t allow them to study 
4. We moved multiple times during the school year 
5. School is too far from where we live 
6. Language of instruction at school is different from 
language we used at home 
7. The security situation does not allow for it  
8. They need to work to support our family  
9. They are married (Early Childhood Marriage) 
10. They have a disability  
11. School does not accept IDP children 
12. Other (Specify) 
13. Don’t know/ refuse to answer
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Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q23. Does any of your houshold 
members participate in an income 
generating activity?

☐ Yes 2. No 3. Don't know

Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q24. If selected YES in Q23 above 
What are the three main sources 
of income for your family? (Select 
three)

☐ Paid job (public) 
☐ Paid job (private) 
☐ Agriculture / farming / animal raising  
☐ Business  
☐ Informal commerce or sporadic daily labor                                                                                                     
☐ Savings  
☐ Rent received from house or land 
☐ Money from family and/or friends  
☐ Cash grants or other forms of aid from 
organisations/government  
☐ Pension                                                                                                                                            
☐ Daily Worker  
☐ Other (specify):
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Access to income 
and livelihoods

Q24a. If selected ‘agriculture/
farming/animal raising in Q24 
ABOVE:  What types of agricultural 
activities are the IDPs in this 
location engaged in? (select all that 
apply)

1. Crop production (i.e. cereals, vegetables, fruits, etc) 
2. Livestock production 
3. Fishery production 
4. Other (specify)

  Q25.  What was your job before 
you were displaced?

add answer options from HPF

  Q26. Do you have the same 
job that you had prior to 
displacement?

1. yes 2. No 3. don't know/refuse to answer

  Q26a If no in Q26, what is the main 
reason why? 

1. Legal barriers: I do not have the necessary permits 
or licenses needed or am in a legal dispute over 
ownership and rights to my former business/job  
2. Financial barriers: I do not have the money or 
capital to buy needed goods or supplies or pay 
salaries for employees 
3. Physical access barriers: I cannot use the building 
and/or land and/or machinery because of damage 
and/or inaccessibility  
4. Personal barriers: I have a disability or health 
condition that prevents me from working 
5. Other (Specify) 
6. Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Food security Q26. Have there been instances 
in which your family did not have 
enough food in the last 7 days?

1. Yes, a lot 2. Yes, some 3. No 4. Don't know

Food security Q26a If yes in Q26, which coping 
strategies has your family mostly 
relied on to cope with a lack of 
food?

☐ No coping strategies used 
☐ Selling family properties (refrigerator, television, 
jewellery…) 
☐ Reducing expenditure on non-food items 
☐ Changing place of residence and accommodation 
to reduce expenses      
☐ Children under 18 work to provide resources    
☐ Relying on secondary source of food (i.e. PDS, 
charities, relatives, etc.) 
☐ Buying food on credit or through borrowed money 
from relatives 
☐ Spending savings                                                                                                                                      
☐ Other (specify)                                                  
☐ Do not know 
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Safety and 
security 

Q27. How safe do you and your 
family feel in this location? Select 
one

1. Very safe  
2. Somewhat safe 
3. Not safe              
4. Not safe at all 
5. Don't know 
6. Prefer not to answer

Safety and 
security 

Q28. Have you or any of your 
family members experienced any 
safety and security issues in the 
past 3 months? Select one

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. I don't know 
4. I prefer not to answer                                                                                                                                           
                                       

Safety and 
security 

Q28a [If yes in Q28,] What kind of 
issues?       Select all that apply                                                                                            

1. injured by a mine/ UXO. 
2. had an incident with military actors 
3. was robbed  
4. damage was inflicted on property/assets/livestock 
5. was kidnapped/abducted 
6. physically attacked/assaulted 
7. physically forced to engage in acts against their will                                                                                                                         
8. was forced to labour 
9. was forced to pay funds in exchange for protection 
10. verbally threatened 
11. member of household detained 
12. was not allowed to cross a 
checkpoint/go to a certain area                                                                                                           
13.IDs confiscated 
14. Other, please specify. 

Safety and 
security 

Q28b [If yes in Q28,] What actions 
did you take after the incident? 
Instruction to enumerators not to 
read options but rather to select 
all that apply based on open 
quesiton 

1. we did not take any action as it didn't seem 
necessary 
2. We did not do anything as we 
were concerned for our safety.                                                                                                 
3. We did not do anything as reporting 
it wouldn't result in any action.                                                                                   
4. We  dealth with the issue ourselves 
5. W reported the issue to police/secuity actors  
6. We reported the issue to the Muktar/tribal leader 
7. We reported the issue to service providers 
8. Other, please specify. 

Safety and 
security 

Q28c If selected that issue was 
reported in Q28b, Do you feel the 
issue was adequately addressed/
resolved?

Yes/No
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Safety and 
security 

Q28d. [If yes in Q28,] Why do you 
think that this incident happened 
to you or your family member?   
Select one           Instruction to 
enumerators not to read options 
but rather to select all that apply 
based on open quesiton                                                                                                   

1. our tribal affliation 
2. our ethnic affiliation 
3. our affiliation with individuals not welcomed 
by community (ISIS affiliated family members)                                                        
4. our displacement status 
5. our long term dispute with our 
neighbours/specific community members                                                                                          
6. gender 
7. no specific reason (random inciden/unlucky) 
8. Prefer not to answer 
9. Other, please specify.

Safety and 
security 

Q28e [If no in Q28)  In the event 
that there were any issues, who 
would you report incidents to?

1.  community leader.                                                                                                                            
 2. service provider.                                                                                                                                
3. local authorities (police).                                                                                                                        
4. Tribal leader/muktar 
5.  I wouldn't feel comfortable reporting any incidents 
6. I dont see the benefit of reporting incidents/dont 
believe anything would happen. 
7 I don't know who to report to                                         
8. Depends on the issue 
9. prefer not to answer 
          

Daily safery 
concerns 

Q29. Apart from specific security 
incidents, are there any general 
safety concerns that you and your 
family experience on a more daily 
basis? 

1. No, no concerns in every day life. 
2. Yes, I do have concerns. 
3. I  don't know. 
4. I prefer not do answer. 

Daily safety 
concrns

Q29a [If yes in Q29,] What safety 
concerns are you and your family 
members experiencing in every 
day life? (Select all applicable 
answers) -Enumerator should not 
read out options but rather select 

1. Presence of local military actors    
2. Discrimination due to ethnic or relgious 
background 
3. Discrimination due to tribal affiliation                                                                                                                                      
     4. Tensions and issues with neighbours 
5. Tensions and issues with local community                                                                                                                                
6. verbal harrassment on a daily basis     
7. Lack of safety moving around due to security 
actors 
8. Lack of safety moving around due to UXOs/ERWs    
9. General crime/lack of law and order 
10. Prefer not to answer 
11. Other, please specify                                                             
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Freedom of 
movement 

Q30. Can a woman or girl in 
your family move freely without 
restriction or safety concerns to 
any location in this area? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Freedom of 
movement 

Q30a If no in Q30, please explain 
why

Text

Freedom of 
movement 

Q31Can a man or boy in your 
family move freely without 
restrictions or safety concerns 
within the area?

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Freedom of 
movement 

Q31a If no in Q31, please explain 
why

Text

Freedom of 
movement 

Q32. Who do you interact with to 
obtain movement permissions? 
Select all that apply

1. Police 
2. Army 
3. Security forces 
4. Militia group 
5. Local level government 
6. Traditional or informal community structures 
7. Community/ religious leader  
8. No one, can determine own movemnet  
9. Other, please specify  
10. Prefer not to answer

Interaction with 
neighbours

Q33. How regularly do you interact 
with with  your neighbours? Select 
one

1. Regularly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. I try to avoid interactions

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

Q34. How regularly do you interact 
with  the general community? 
Select one

1. Regularly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. I try to avoid interactions

Interaction with 
neighbours

Q35. Which of the following 
statements best describes the 
treatment you receive from your 
neighbours Select one

1. Very welcoming 
2. Mostly welcoming 
3. Sometimes welcoming   
4. Mostly not welcome  
5. Not welcome at all 
6. Don’t know 
7. Prefer not to answer

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

 Q36. Which of the following 
statements best describes the 
treatment you receive from 
members of the community treat 
you in a welcoming way?   Select 
one

1. Very welcoming 
2. Mostly welcoming 
3. Sometimes welcoming   
4. Mostly not welcome  
5. Not welcome at all 
6. Don’t know 
7. Prefer not to answer

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

Q37. Are you aware of any 
incidents of retaliation/harassment 
against certain groups in the last 3 
months?

Yes; No; Don't know; Do not want to say

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

Q37a if yes in Q37, Can you tell me 
a bit more about these incidents?

Text
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Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

Q38. Do you and your family 
members actively participate in 
community activites and events?  
Select one

1. No, we are not interested in these activities  
2. No, we do not feel comfortable participating 
3. Ino, am not aware of any communtiy events or 
activiites  
4. yes, regularly  
5. Yes, occasionally 
6. yes but very rarely  
7. prefer not to answer

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

Q38a. [If yes in Q38] What kind 
of activity have you or your family 
members participated in?  (select 
all that apply

1. Community/Voluntary groups 
2. Initiatives (reconciliation, 
confidence-building, peace building)                                                                                                   
3. Campaigns (cleaning 
campaigns, education campaigns)                                                                                                                                    
4. Awareness raising session (health, hygiene, 
environment, GBV, etc)    
5. Religious events                                                                                                       
 6. Other, please specify. 

  Q39. Are you or any member of 
your family actively involved in local 
reconciliation and confidence-
building initiatives (such as local 
peace committees, public debates, 
forums, cross-community activities, 
others)? 

1. yes 2. No 3. don't know/refuse to answer

Access to public 
spaces

Q40. How comfortable do you and 
your family members feel going 
to the local markets and public 
spaces? Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3 Not comfortable 
4. I don’t know – we don’t go to the local markets/
shops. 
5. Prefer not to answer.

Access to public 
spaces

Q41. How comfortable do your 
children feel playing with other 
children from the neighbourhood? 
Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3. Not comfortable  
4. I don’t know  
5.Don't have children under 18 
6. Prefer not to answer.
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Interactions in 
schools

Q42. How comfrotable to your 
children feel attending the local 
school? Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3. Not comfortable  
4. I don’t know  
5. Do not have school-aged children (SKIP TO Q53) 
6. Prefer not to answer.

Interactions in 
schools

Q43 Have your children reported 
any challenges at school? Select 
one

1. Yes 
2. No        
3. Children are not attending school 
4 I don't know 
5.  Prefer not to answer               
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Interactions in 
schools

Q43a [If yes in Q43,] In your 
opinion, what are the reasons for 
challenges?   Select all that apply                                    

1. Girls do not feel comfortable in the school 
environment 
2. Boys do not feel comfortable in the school 
environment 
 3. Children struggling with their education 
4. General bad behaviour in the school/lack of 
discipline in school 
5. Discrimination/targeting due to our tribal affiliation 
6. Discrimination/targeting due to ethnic or religious 
affiliation 
7. Discrimination/targeting  due to affiliation with 
individuals not welcomed by communtiy (e.g. IS 
affiliated families)      
8. Discrimination/targeting due to displacement 
status 
9. gender of the HoH 
10. Don't know .    
11. Prefer not to answer 
12. Other, please specify
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  Q44. What type of shelter do you 
currently reside in?

1. Religious building** 
2. Unfinished/Abandoned buildings ** 
3. Non-residential structure (garage, farm building, 
shop, etc) 
4. School building** 
5. Informal or irregular settlement** 
6. Habitual residence - good condition (ok for living 
inside) 
7. Habitual residence - damaged/destroyed (not ok 
for living inside) 
8. Long term rental 
9. Hotel/motel or short-term rental 
10. Tent in a refugee setup/camp 
11. Tent in an area that’s not a refugee settlement 
12. Host family  
13. Other types of collective shelter (specify)**

Status of shelter Q45. What is the current status 
of the shelter you are residing in - 
select one

1. Owned (the owner of the house is the interviewee 
or his/her family) 
2. Rented, with a written agreement with the landlord                                                                     
3. Rented, without any written agreement 
4. We are staying with our relatives/our relatives let 
us they with them. 
5. Other, please specify.  

Status of shelter Q46. Is this your temporary or 
permanent accomodation for your 
household? Select one

1. Temporary 
2. Permanent 
3. I don't know

Tenure security Q47 Was your family evicted in the 
last 3 months or currently fearing 
eviction?

1. Yes evicted in the past 3 months 2.Yes currently 
fearing an eviction 3. No not eveicted in the past 3 
months 4. No not currently fearing an eviction
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Tenure security Q47A If yes in Q47, what are the 
reasons for your family having 
been evicted or fearing being 
evicted?

☐ Inability to pay rent 
☐ Landlord decision / Landlord reclaiming the 
building or land 
☐ Decision or pressure from the authorities 
☐ Decision or pressure from armed actors 
☐ Social tensions with the host community

Tenure security Q48 Did you own property in the 
place where you were living when 
you were forced to flee? [Note 
to filed researchers: Please be 
sure to remind respondents that 
this question is asking about the 
past and specifically refers to the 
time period before displacement 
(before 1 January 2014)]

1 Yes 2. No

Tenure security Q48a If yes in Q48 Do you still own 
that property now?

Yes 
No 
Ownership is disputed  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q48b If not in Q48a, what 
happened? 

We were forced to sell it 
We decided to sell it 
It was confiscated  
Previous owners claimed it 
We no longer have the documents to prove 
ownership 
Other  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q48c If yes in Q48 What is the 
condition of your property now? 

No Damage 
Partially damaged  
Destroyed or heavily damaged  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Tenure security Q48d If yes in Q48 Can you access 
the property now?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Don't know

Tenure security Q48e. If no in Q48d, why not? Unable to access/use - active fighting 
Unable to access /use - community tensions 
Unable to access/use - occupied, controlled or 
claimed by others 
Unable to access/use - not authorized by security 
and/or local authorities 
Unable to access/use - house is destroyed or too 
heavily damaged 
Unable to access/use - Other reason 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

HLP Q49. If you owned a house, are 
there obstacles for you to prove 
ownership of your property?

☐ Yes,  
☐ No 
☐ Do not know 
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HLP Q49a If yes in Q49, what are the 
obstacles for your family to prove 
ownership of your property? 
 (Select all that apply)

☐ Never had official documentation to prove their 
ownership of land / property / home  
☐ Property documentation is not recognized by the 
current authorities  
☐ Lost official documentation and government 
is restricting the family from reissuing 
or renewing legal ownership documents                                                                                        
☐ Lost official documentation and government 
records are destroyed 
☐ Lost official documentation and have no money to 
pay for replacement of documents 
☐ Only have informal or unofficial ownership 
documents 
☐ No information / don’t understand the process to 
replace the documents 
☐ Other (specify): 
☐ Do not know

  Q50. Do you or any members of 
your family lack a valid ID card or 
nationality certificate?

Yes/No
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Types of 
documents lost/
don’t exist:

Q50a if yes in Q55 What types of 
documents have you lost/don’t 
have?

1. ID card 2. Nationality centrificate 3. Other specify

Cuase of lack or/
loss of document

Q51 What are the consequences 
of not having those documents? 

☐ Restricted freedom of movement 
☐ Cannot access basic services (including health, 
education) 
☐ Cannot access humanitarian assistance                                                                         
☐ At risk of arrest 
☐ Cannot claim property 
☐ Cannot register birth 
☐ Cannot register marriages 
☐ Cannot file for compensation 
Inability to access properties/inheritance 

Impact of lack of 
document

Q52 If you or member of the family 
have lost personal documentation, 
have you been able to replace it?

Yes, they replaced all of the documentation 
Yes, they replaced some of the documentation 
No, they did not replace any of the documentation 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

Barriers to 
obtaining 
documentation

Q52a If no in Q52 above If they 
have not replaced all of the 
documentation, why not? OR  Are 
there any obstacles to renew or 
obtain civil documents?

Lack of information on how to replace or renew it 
Lack of money 
Refusal of the authority 
Lack of supporting documents to make new 
documents 
Distance to the replacement office 
Fear of arrest or persecution   
Other  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer
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Intentions Q53. Are you planning to leave this 
house/dwelling/location? Select 
one

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. I don't know

Intentions Q53a [If yes in Q53]  where would 
you/your household prefer to live 
in the future? Select one

1.  Return to our home (e.g in case previously 
occupied or being repaired) 
2. Move to a permanent housing within the same 
community (not original home) 
3.. Move to other relatives in the same community  
relatives  
4. Move to other temporary shelter within the same 
community  
5. Move to another community within the same sub 
district other area within the same community  
6. Settle elsewhere in governorate 
7. Return to location of displacement 
8. Currently renting but own property and plan to 
move back 
9. Other 
10. I don’t know 

Intentions Q53b [If yes in Q53]   do you 
already have confirmed plans for 
the move?Select one

1. Yes 
2. No confirmed plans 
3. We are still deciding 
4. It is a long-term intention but may not happen 
5. Prefer not to  answer

Intentions Q53c [If yes in Q53] when are you 
planning to move?          Select one

1. In a month 
2. In 2-3 months 
3. In 6 months or a year 
4. More than a year  
5. Still uncertain 

Intentions Q53d [If yes in Q53]   what are the  
main reasons  for moving? ? Select 
up to 3

1. To improve our shelter situation/We want to move 
to a permanent housing  
2. We don’t feel safe here  
3. We don’t feel accepted by the community here 
(neighbourhood pressure to leave) 
4. We might get evicted from this housing (existing 
eviction threat) 
5. Cost of living/rent in current housing/area is too 
high 
6. House will be demolished or sold so we have to 
leave 
7. Lack of livelihoods opportunities at the current 
location 
8. Lack of quality services at the current location 
(requiring better healthcare provision/education) 
9. Family has been separated to different places/ 
difficulties in family re-unification 
10. Marital reasons: household member getting 
married or divorced 
11. Proximinity to family/friends/community/tribe            
12. To return to our original home                                                                                      
13. Other, please specify  
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  Q54 Do you consider yourself 
displaced now?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Don't know

  Q54a (If not in Q54) , why don’t you 
consider your family displaced? 

I have returned home (habitual address)  
I have returned to my area (district but not to my 
home habitual address) 
I have a job/ I can provide for my family 
I have a house 
I have my network of family and friends around me 
Other  
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

  Q54b (If YES in Q54) ,, why do you 
consider your family displaced? 

I have not returned home (habitual address)  
I have not returned to my area (district but not to my 
home habitual address) 
I do not have a job/ I cannot provide for my family 
I do not have a house 
I do not have my network of family and friends 
around me 
Other  
Don’t Know/ Refuse to Answer

  Q55 Which of the following 
statements best decsribes your 
feeling of belonging to this 
community

Strong belonging 
Somewhat belonging 
Neither belonging nor un-belonging 
Somewhat un-belonging 
Not belonging 
Don’t Know/Refuse to Answer

G
EN

ER
A

L General Q56 Is there any other issue you 
would like to highlight?

1. Yes 
2. No

General Q56a (If yes in Q56), please 
explain:
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POST RETURN REINTEGRATION AND TENSION 
MONITORING  - COMMUNITY LEADERS

Section Indicator name
COVID 

adjustments
Question Answering options 
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Location     [ Collect GPS & Governorate/District/
Sub-district/Community-Village]

Profile of 
Respondent

    Muktar  
Tribal leader 
Other, please specify 

Contact of 
respondent

  Contact number PHONE: CONTANCT 1, CONTACT 2

Sex of 
respondent

  Sex Integer

Age of 
respondent 

  Age Integer
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Returns   Are you aware of any returns 
to this town/village in the 
last 6 months?

Yes; No; Don't know; Do not want to say

Returns   Approximately how many 
households have returned in 
the last 6 months?

Integer [min, max. best guess]

Returns   What effects do you think 
recent returns have had 
within the community?

More job opportunities (e.g. return of business 
owners); More assistance/services (increased 
attention of the international and national 
humanitarian actors and local authorities); 
Family reunification and community stability; 
Increased conflicts and disputes; Increase 
of harassment, discrimination, and other 
ways of abuse or exploitation; Saturated 
services providers (related to the capacity of 
the actors to absorve the demand); Less job 
opportunities (competency); Less assistance/
services (higher number of families in town); 
Other; I don't know; Does not want to answer 

Returns   What effects do you think 
further returns would have 
within the community? 
(prompt: any negative 
effects on for example 
competition for resources or 
social tensions? Any positive 
effect on for example the 
economy or social life in the 
community?)

More job opportunities (e.g. return of business 
owners); More assistance/services (increased 
attention of the international and national 
humanitarian actors and local authorities); 
Family reunification and community stability; 
Increased conflicts and disputes; Increase 
of harassment, discrimination, and other 
ways of abuse or exploitation; Saturated 
services providers (related to the capacity of 
the actors to absorve the demand); Less job 
opportunities (competency); Less assistance/
services (higher number of families in town); 
Other; I don't know; Does not want to answer 
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IDPs   Are you aware of any new 
IDPs that have arrived in 
the community in the last 6 
months?

Yes; No; Don't know; Do not want to say

IDPs   How many families? Integer [min, max. best guess]

IDPs   What effects do you think 
recent IDP arrivals have 
had within the community? 
(prompt: any negative 
effects on for example 
competition for resources or 
social tensions? Any positive 
effect on for example the 
economy or social life in the 
community?)

More assistance/services (increased attention 
of the international and national humanitarian 
actors and local authorities); Increased labors; 
Family reunification; Increased conflicts 
and disputes; Increase of harassment, 
discrimination, and other ways of abuse or 
exploitation; Saturated services providers 
(related to the capacity of the actors to 
absorve the demand); Less job opportunities 
(competency); Less assistance/services (higher 
number of families in town); Other; I don't 
know; Does not want to answer 
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Barriers to 
accessing 
servics

  Do community members 
face any barriers to 
accessing  services or 
addressing needs?

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Prefer not to answer

Barriers to 
accessing 
servics

  [If yes,] Which are the main 
services or needs where 
there are barriers to access  
(select up to 3). 

1. Housing/Shelter 
2. Water 
3. Electricity 
4. Food 
5. Access to documentation 
6. Removal of ERWs/UXOs 
7. Education 
8. Waste Disposal 
9. Livelihoods 
10. Healthcare 
11. Judical services e.g. courts or 
documentation  
11. Other, specify

Barriers to 
accessing 
servics

  If yes, for each selected 
issue, please explain the 
type of barriers (question 
asked for each of the top 3 
reasons)

1. Affordability 
2. Quality  
3. Accessibility - too far to reach  
4. Accessibility- do not know how/where to 
access 
5. Facing discrimination due to profile  
6. Other, please specify 

Barriers to 
accessing 
servics

OPTION 1 [If yes,] Are these challenges 
faced by the majority of 
inhabitants of this area? 
Select one

1. Yes 
2. No 
3.   No, only some groups face these 
challenges   
4. No, only some areas of the community face 
these challenges   
5.  I don't know 
6. I prefer not to answer

Barriers to 
accessing 
servics

OPTION 1 If selected no, please explain  
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Service 
providers

  Are there any international/
humanitarian/development 
organisations providing 
services in this area? 

Yes, No, Don't kno

  Do you feel all groups in 
the community have equal 
access to these services? 

Yes, No, Don't kno

  If no, please explain  
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Primary needs   What is the first most 
important need in the 
community?

Housing and shelter support; healthcare; 
education; livelihoods opportunities; removal 
of UXOs; reconciliation efforts and mediation 
of disputes; security; water; electricity; waste 
disposal; food; support with accessing 
documentation; other, please specify; don't 
know; refuse to answer

  What is the second most 
important need in the 
community?

Housing and shelter support; healthcare; 
education; livelihoods opportunities; removal 
of UXOs; reconciliation efforts and mediation 
of disputes; security; water; electricity; waste 
disposal; food; support with accessing 
documentation; other, please specify; don't 
know; refuse to answer

  What is the third most 
important need in the 
community?

Housing and shelter support; healthcare; 
education; livelihoods opportunities; removal 
of UXOs; reconciliation efforts and mediation 
of disputes; security; water; electricity; waste 
disposal; food; support with accessing 
documentation; other, please specify; don't 
know; refuse to answer

PE
R

C
EP

T
IO

N
S 

O
F 

SA
FE

T
Y

 A
N

D
 S

EC
U

R
IT

Y 

Safety and 
security 

  How safe do people 
generally feel in this 
community? 

1. Very safe  
2. Somewhat safe 
3. Not safe              
4. Not safe at all 
5. Don't know 
6. Prefer not to answer                                                                                                                                      

Safety and 
security 

  Have there been safety or 
security incidents in the past 
3 months? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. I don't know 
4. I prefer not to answer

Safety and 
security 

  [If yes,] What kind of issues?       
Select all that apply                                                                                            

1. injury  by a mine/ UXO. 
2. Incident with  military actors 
3. Robbery 
4.  property/assets/livestock 
5. Kidnapping    
 6. physically attackes/assault                
7. Verbal threats 
8. Communtiy disputes            
9. Detention  
10. Incidents at checkpoints 
11  Other, please specify. 
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Safety and 
security 

  Are all groups in the 
community affected in the 
same way by these security 
concerns?

Yes, No, Don’t know, prefer not to say

Safety and 
security 

  If no, please explain  

Safety and 
security 

  Who do members of the 
community general report 
incidents or issues to? 

1.  community leader.                                                                                                                            
 2. service provider.                                                                                                                                
3. local authorities (police).                                                                                                                        
4. Tribal leader/muktar 
5. Reporting is not common - people deal with 
issues directly 
6. Other, specify 

Daily safery 
concerns 

  Apart  specific security 
incidents, are there geenral 
safety concerns that affect 
members of the communtiy 
on a more daily basis? 

Yes, No, Don’t know, prefer not to say

Daily safety 
concrns

  [If yes,] What type of safety 
concerns? Enumerator 
should not read out options 
but rather select 

1. Presence of local military actors    
2. Discrimination due to ethnic or relgious 
background 
3. Discrimination due to tribal affiliation 
4. Tensions and issues with neighbours 
5. Tensions and issues with local community                                                                                                                                
6. verbal harrassment on a daily basis     
7. Lack of safety moving around due to 
security actors 
8. Lack of safety moving around due to UXOs/
ERWs    
9. General crime/lack of law and order 
10. Prefer not to answer 
11. Other, please specify                                                             

FR
EE

D
O

M
 O

F 
M

O
V

EM
EN

T 

Freedom of 
movement 

Likely to be 
affected by 
COVID 

Can females in the 
community move freely 
without restriction or safety 
concerns to any location in 
the area? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Freedom of 
movement 

Likely to be 
affected by 
COVID 

If no, please explain why Text

Freedom of 
movement 

Likely to be 
affected by 
COVID 

Can males in the communtiy 
move freely with restrictions 
or safety concerns within the 
area?

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Freedom of 
movement 

Likely to be 
affected by 
COVID 

If no, please explain why Text
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Freedom of 
movement 

Likely to be 
affected by 
COVID 

Who do communitiy 
members interact with 
to obtain movement 
permissions? Select all that 
apply

1. Police 
2. Army 
3. Security forces 
4. Militia group 
5. Local level government 
6. Traditional or informal community 
structures 
7. Community/ religious leader  
8. No one, can determine own movemnet  
9. Other, please specify  
10. Prefer not to answer

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

  Are any population groups 
not considered welcome 
to the area according to a 
majority of the community? 

Yes; No; Don't know; Do not want to say

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

  If yes, why are certain 
population groups not 
welcome to the area 
according to a majority of 
the community? 

Text

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

  Are you aware of any 
incidents of retaliation/
harassment against certain 
groups in the last 3 months?

Yes; No; Don't know; Do not want to say

Interaction with 
local communtiy 

  Can you tell me a bit more 
about these incidents?

Text

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

Depending 
on 
movement 
restrictions

Do members of the 
communtiy actively 
participate in communtiy 
events? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

Depending 
on 
movement 
restrictions

[If yes,] What type of 
community events? 

1. Community/Voluntary groups 
2. Initiatives (reconciliation, 
confidence-building, peace building)                                                                                                   
3. Campaigns (cleaning 
campaigns, education campaigns)                                                                                                                                    
4. Awareness raising session (health, hygiene, 
environment, GBV, etc)    
5. Religious events                                                                                                       
 6. Other, please specify. 

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

  Are there differences in the 
level of participation among 
different groups? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

Depending 
on 
movement 
restrictions

If yes, please explain?  
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IN
T

ER
A

C
T

IO
N

 I
N

 S
C

H
O

LS

Interactions in 
schools

Depending 
on whether 
schools are 
open

How comfrotable do  
children feel attending the 
local school? Select one

1. Very comfortable 
2. Somewhat comfortable 
3. Not comfortable  
4. I don’t know  
5. Do not have school-aged children 
6. Prefer not to answer.

Interactions in 
schools

Depending 
on whether 
schools are 
open

Is this the same for all 
groups in the community? 

1. Yes 2. NO, 3. Don’t know 4. prefer not to 
answer   

Interactions in 
schools

Depending 
on whether 
schools are 
open

If no, please explain  

SH
EL

T
ER

Shelter Types   Which population groups 
are most likely to be living 
in damaged or unfinished 
housing in this village/town?

All population groups; Returnees; IDPs; 
Remainees;  Female headed households; 
Elderly; People with less connections or wasta; 
People without residency papers; other; None 
(all equal)

Shelter Types   Which population groups 
are most likely to be living in 
tents or informal sites in this 
village/town?

All population groups; Returnees; IDPs; 
Remainees;  Female headed households; 
Elderly; People with less connections or wasta; 
People without residency papers; other; None 
(all equal)

Shelter Types   Which population groups 
are more likely to be at risk 
of eviction?

All population groups; Returnees; IDPs; 
Remainees;  Female headed households; 
Elderly; People with less connections or wasta; 
People without residency papers; other; None 
(all equal)

G
EN

ER
A

L General   Is there any other issue you 
would like to highlight?

1. Yes 
2. No

General   If yes, please explain:  
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COMMUNITY-LEVEL PROTECTION MONITORING- 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW

Category Indicator Question Answers

G
EN

ER
A

L 
 I

N
FO

R
M

A
T

IO
N N/A Date of interview [Calendar]

Name of organization [drop-down list]

Name of enumerator Free text

LO
C

A
T

IO
N

N/A Governorate [drop-down list]

District [drop-down list]

Location type IDP camp / Informal displacement site / Other 
out-of-camp displacement location / Return area

Location name Free text

K
I 

PR
O

FI
LE

N/A Name Free text

Gender Male / Female / Do not wish to specify

Age 15-18 / 18-25 / 25-60 / 60+

Role in community Community or tribal leader / Religious leader / 
Women community leader / Youth community 
leader / Civil society organization /  Education 
professional / Health professional / Private sector 
professional  / Government employee / Outreach 
volunteer / Other 

  Status in community host/ returnee/ IDP/ Do not wish to specify

SA
FE

T
Y 

 A
N

D
 S

EC
U

R
IT

Y

Safety of the 
location

How would you rate the safety of this 
location ?

Very safe /  Safe / Sufficient / Unsafe / Very Unsafe

Frequency of  
security incidents

How  often do  incidents involving 
armed or security actors happen at 
this location ?

Very often / Often / Sometimes / Rarely / Never

  Are there any security actors in this 
location

Yes/No

  How do security actors interact with 
the population

Positively/ Negatively/ Positive to certain groups/ 
negatively to certain groups

N/A What are the main security issues at 
this location? 

Civilian death or injury caused by armed or 
security actors / Destruction of civilian property 
caused by armed or security actors/ Destruction 
of public infrastructure cause by armed or security 
actors / Civilian death or injury caused by UXOs or 
landmines / Fighting between armed or security 
actors / Presence of armed or security actors / 
Other / None or not applicable
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R
IG

H
T

 T
O

 L
IF

E,
 P

H
Y

SI
C

A
L 

A
N

D
 M

EN
TA

L 
IN

T
EG

R
IT

Y

Frequency of  
incidents of 
rights violation

How often incidents of violence and 
violations against civilians   happen at 
this location?

Very often / Often / Sometimes / Rarely / Never

N/A What are the main issues of violence 
and violations against civilians at this 
location? 

killing; arrest; detention; abduction; forced 
disappearance; mistreatment including verbal 
and/or physical assault; sexual exploitation and 
abuse; forced recruitment by armed actors; 
forced or exploitative labour; extortion; theft and 
robbery; violents acts of revenge/retaliation; none 
or not applicable. 

Efficiency of 
rights-protection 
mechanisms

How would you describe the 
efficiency of mechanisms (law, 
institutions, community initiatives 
etc.) which protect civilians against 
violence and violations?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

N/A Who are the main actors people 
contact to report and address issues 
of  violence and violations ?

Iraqi Security Forces / Pro-government armed 
groups / Other armed groups / Police / Civilian 
authorities / Civil or criminal courts / Mukhtars 
/ Community leaders / Other members of the 
community / Other / None or not applicable

LI
B

ER
T

Y
 A

N
D

 M
O

V
EM

EN
T

Quality of 
freedom of 
movement  at 
location

Can people freely move within 
this location (camp, settlement, 
neighborhood etc.)?

Very often / Often / Sometimes / Rarely / Never

Quality of 
freedom of 
movement within 
local area

Can people freely move outside to 
other nearby locations (town, market, 
etc.) ?

Very often / Often / Sometimes / Rarely / Never

Quality of 
freedom of 
movement  
to  other 
locations

Can people freely move to other 
districts / governorates?

Very often / Often / Sometimes / Rarely / Never

N/A What are the barriers to freedom of 
movement within or at this location ?

Need to obtain security clearance / Need to show 
civil ID / Need to provide justification (work, health, 
education, familly etc.) / Presence of security 
actors & checkpoints / Physical road blocks / Time 
restrictions on when to leave or return  / Lack of 
safety in area of transit or destination / Lack of 
means of transportation / Cost of transportation 
/ Discrimination againts specific social groups / 
Other / None or not applicable
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C
IV

IL
 S

TA
T

U
S 

 
A

N
D

 D
O

C
U

M
EN

TA
T

IO
N

Prevalence 
of lack of civil 
documentation

Do people at this location have 
issues related to civil documentation 
?

All / Many / Some / Few / None

Quality of access 
to Civil Affairs 
Directorate

How would you rate the level of 
access to Civil Affairs Directorate 
(CAD) for people at this location ?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

N/A What are the main barriers for 
people to acces Civil Affairs 
Directorate at this location?

CAD destroyed,  closed or lacking operational 
capacities /  CAD not accessible due to distance 
or cost of transportation / Denial of access by 
the authorities due to security reasons / Denial 
of access due to discrimination against specific 
social groups /  Distrust of public insititions 
and authorities / Complexity, length  or cost of 
adminstrative processes / Inability to provide 
required documentation / Lack of information 
about CAD and administrative processes / Other / 
None or not applicable

Quality of access 
to Courts

How would you rate the level of 
access to Courts for people at this 
location ?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

N/A What are the main barriers for 
people to acces Civil Affairs 
Directorate ?

Courts destroyed,  closed or lacking operational 
capacities /  Courts not accessible due to distance 
or cost of transportation / Denial of access by 
the authorities due to security reasons / Denial 
of access due to discrimination against specific 
social groups /  Distrust of public institutions 
and authorities / Complexity, length  or cost of 
legal processes / Inability to provide required 
documentation / Lack of information about 
Courts and legal processes / Other / None or not 
applicable

SO
C

IA
L 

C
O

H
ES

IO
N

Quality of 
relationship 
between host 
community and 
IDPS/returnees

How would you describe the 
relationship between member of 
the host community, IDPs and/or 
returnees at this location?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

Frequency of 
social conflicts

How often do issues related to 
social tensions and conflict between 
individuals and groups happen at 
this location?

Very often / Often / Sometimes / Rarely / Never

N/A What are the main issues related to 
social tension and conflict wihtin the 
community ?  

Dispute or conflict over land, shelter, property 
or other resources / Dispute or conflict over 
tribal, political or social issues / Harassment, 
violence or abuse towards specific social groups 
/ Discrimination and marginalization of specific 
social groups / Restrictions on participation in 
public affairs and community events / Other / 
None or not applicable

N/A Who are the groups most affected by 
issues related to social tensions and 
conflict?

Everyone / Members of the host community / IDPs 
/ Returnees / Specific ethnic, tribal or religious 
groups (specify)/ Other / None or not applicable
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G
EN

D
ER

 B
A

SE
D

 V
IO

LE
N

C
E

Quality of the 
protection 
situation for 
women and girls

How would you describe the 
situation for women and girls at this 
location ?

Very good / Good / Satisfying / Bad / Very bad

N/A What are the main protection issues 
affecting women and girls at this 
location?

Violence, harassment or abuse by security or 
armed actors / Violence, harassment or abuse 
by community members / Violence, harassment 
or abuse within the household / Lack of safe 
space and privacy / / Lack of access to specialized 
services, including for sexual and reprodutive 
health /  Restictive social and cultural norms / Lack 
of independent access to livelihoods and financial 
resources /  Other / None or not applicable

C
H

IL
D

 P
R

O
T

EC
T

IO
N

Quality of the 
protection 
situation for 
children

How would you describe the 
situation for children at this location 
?

Very good / Good / Satisfying / Bad / Very bad

N/A What are the main protection issues 
affecting children at this location?

 Lack of access to education / Violence, abuse or 
neglect within the household / Separation from 
parent or caregiver / Forced recruitement by 
security or armed actor / Child marriage / Child 
labor /Psychological trauma, stress and anxiety / 
Other / None or not applicable

H
O

U
SI

N
G

, 
LA

N
D

  
A

N
D

 P
R

O
PE

R
T

Y

Prevalence of 
HLP issues

Do people at this location have 
issues related their housing, land and 
property ?

All / Many / Some / Few / None

N/A What are the  main protection issues 
related to housing, land and property 
?

Damage or destruction of housing, land or 
property / Lack of financial compensation or 
rehabilitation for damage or destruction of 
housing, land and property / Unauthorized 
occupation of private residence by security or 
armed actors / Unauthorized occupation of 
private residence by civilians / Lack or loss of 
ownership documentation related to housing land 
and property /  Ownership documentation related 
to housing, land and property is not recognized, 
re-issued or renewed by the authorities / Forced 
evictions from owned or rented housing/ / Other / 
None or not applicable

Efficiency of 
HLP protection 
mechanisms

How would you rate the efficiency 
of mechanisms (law, institutions, 
community initiatives etc.) to report 
and address issues related to 
housing, land and property ?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

N/A What are the main barrier for people 
to enjoy their rights to housing, land 
and property?

Lack of information about legal processes / 
Length, cost or complexity of legal processes  / 
Inability to access a functionning Compensation 
Committee  /  Absence of disbursement of 
compensation grants / Lack of legal assistance 
services / Lack of Community Dispute Resolution 
mechanisms / Other / None or not applicable
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ST
A

N
D

A
R

D
S 

O
F 

LI
V

IN
G

Capacity of 
people to meet 
basic needs 

How would you describe the capacity 
of people at you location to meet 
their basic needs ?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

Prevalence of 
critical shelter 
conditions

Do people at this location live in 
destroyed or unfinished buildings or 
tents?

All / Many / Some / Few / None

N/A Who are the groups most likely to live 
in destroyed or unfinished buildings, 
tents or informal sites?

Everyone / Members of the host community / IDPs 
/ Returnees / Specific ethnic, tribal or religious 
groups (specify)/ Women and girls / Children / 
Persons with disabilities / Older persons/  Others / 
None or not applicable

Quality of access 
to health

How would you describe the access 
to health care at this location?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

Quality of access 
to food

How would you describe the access 
to food at this location?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

Quality of access 
to WASH

How would you describe the access 
to water and hygiene facilities at this 
location?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

Quality of access 
to livelihoods

How would you describe the access 
to livelihoods and employement 
opportunities at this location?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

Quality of access 
to education

How would you describe the access 
to education at this location?

Very good / Good / Sufficient / Bad / Very bad

Prevalence of 
discrimination 
in access to 
services

Do people at this location face issues 
related to discrimination in accessing 
essential services (health, food, 
shelter etc.) ?

All / Many / Some / Few / None

N/A Who are the groups most affected by 
discrimination in accessing essential 
services?

Everyone / Members of the host community / IDPs 
/ Returnees / Specific ethnic, tribal or religious 
groups (specify)/ Women and girls / Children / 
Persons with disabilities / Older persons/  Others / 
None or not applicable

R
ET

U
R

N
S 

A
N

D
 

D
IS

PL
A

C
EM

EN
T

Prevalence of 
new IDP arrivals

Have there been new IDP arrivals to 
this location in the last 6 months?

A lot / Many / Some / Few / None

Number of  new 
IDP arrivals

Approximately how many IDPs 
households have newly arrived in the 
last 6 months?

Less than 50 / 50 to 100 / 100 to 500 / 500 to 
1000 / 1000 to 5000 / More than 5000

Impact of new 
IDP arrivals on 
social cohesion

How would you describe the effect of 
new IDPs arrivals on social cohesion, 
conflicts and relationships in the 
community ?

Very good / Good / Neutral / Bad / Very bad
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Impact of new 
IDP arrivals on 
economy and 
livelihoods

How would you describe the effect 
of new IDPS arrivals on livelihoods, 
employment and economic 
opportunities ? 

Very good / Good / Neutral / Bad / Very bad

Impact of new 
IDP arrivals 
on access to 
services

How would you describe the effect 
of new IDPS arrivals on access to 
essential services (health, shelter, 
WASH, justice and adminsitration 
etc.)?

Very good / Good / Neutral / Bad / Very bad

Prevalence of 
returns

Have there been returns to this 
location in the last 6 months?

A lot / Many / Some / Few / None

Number of  
returns

Approximately how many households 
have returned in the last 6 months?

Less than 50 / 50 to 100 / 100 to 500 / 500 to 
1000 / 1000 to 5000 / More than 5000

Impact of 
returns on social 
cohesion

How would you describe the effect of 
returns on social cohesion, conflicts 
and relationships in the community ?

Very good / Good / Neutral / Bad / Very bad

Impact of returns 
on economy and 
livelihoods

How would you describe the effect of 
returns on livelihoods, employment 
and economic opportunities ? 

Very good / Good / Neutral / Bad / Very bad

Impact of returns 
on access to 
services

How would you describe the effect 
of returns on access to essential 
services (health, shelter, WASH, 
justice and adminsitration etc.)?

Very good / Good / Neutral / Bad / Very bad

M
O

V
EM

EN
T

Incident of 
secondary 
displacement

Would you say many of persons 
that have recently return have since 
departed the location and move else 
where? 

Yes/ No

Settlement 
intentions 

If yes, would you generally say this 
movement was willingly or unwillingly

Willingly/ Unwillingly

What were the main reasons people 
who came to the location later left?

Tensions with host community/ eviction/ issues 
with security actors/ lack of access to livelihood/ 
lack of access to services

PA
R

T
IC

IP
A

T
IO

N
 I

N
 C

O
M

M
U

N
T

IY
 

A
C

T
IV

IT
IE

S 

Participation 
in communtiy 
activities 

Do members of the communtiy 
actively participate in communtiy 
events? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.

[If yes,] What type of community 
events? 

1. Community/Voluntary groups/ committees 
2. Initiatives (reconciliation, peace)                                                                                                    
3. Campaigns (cleaning campaigns, education 
campaigns)  
4. Discussion with local leaders                                                                                                     

Are there differences in the level 
of participation among different 
groups? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Prefer not to answer.
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